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Chapter 1. Introduction 

Knowledge is increasingly considered one of the main resources for the 

development of contemporary societies. Concepts such as knowledge-intensive 

industries or knowledge-based innovations exemplify the importance of knowledge as 

a potential source of economic growth. Different policy measures aiming at increasing 

the knowledge base of our societies indicate that knowledge can also improve the 

quality of our social existence.1 Knowledge is fundamental since it allows us to 

understand and relate better to the reality in which we are immersed and to each other.  

There are different ways of knowing: through experience, through the 

experience of others, through learning and interpreting. We know about our social and 

natural environment, and we also know in the form of skills and competences 

(Johnson, Lorenz, & Lundvall, 2002). There are also different types of knowledge. On 

one hand, some knowledge is tacit, it is rooted in our own individualities, and it is 

difficult to share or transfer. On the other hand, codified knowledge has been regarded 

as “formal” knowledge. It can be written down, read, shared. More specifically, 

discursive knowledge emerges from the exchange of meaning in interactions; it 

emerges as a property of a social system.  

In this dissertation I provide a framework for modelling and measuring the 

emergence of scientific knowledge—which I argue, is discursive by nature. I take a 

communication-systems perspective to model the production and organization of 

scientific knowledge which emerges from discursive practices among scientists. 

Science as a social institution is integrated and articulated to our societies (Blume, 

1974). Scientific knowledge is manufactured inside laboratories and research groups 

which are contingent upon socio-institutional and temporal factors (Whitley [1984], 

2000; Knorr-Cetina, 1981). This makes scientists’ individual actions contextually 

embedded. 

How do these social institutions transcend their local contingencies to 

integrate their scientific findings and argumentations into disciplinary repertoires? 

Results obtained inside laboratories, through field work or experimentation, 

collectively or through the reflexive enterprise of individual scientists, need to be 

                                                 
1 just in Europe: the Lisbon Strategy, The six and seventh Framework Programme. In the United States, 
“an agenda that will require us first and foremost to train and educate our workforce with the skills 
necessary to compete in a knowledge-based economy” ; (Obama, 2008) see 
http://www.barackobama.com/2008/06/09/remarks_of_senator_barack_obam_76.php for full speech  
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communicated and shared among the relevant scientific communities. This is a 

requirement not only for the contributor to be accepted as a member of the scientific 

community, but also because scientific contributions acquire meaning when they are 

effectively tested and criticized (Fröhlich, 1996). In addition, the process of 

standardizing conventional interpretations of contributions in the past provides them 

with new meaning (Small, 1978) 

Discursive practices make scientific communication crucial for the most 

irreversible process in contemporary science, the progressive accumulation of 

knowledge. Scientists engage in dialogue with peers; they communicate their own 

results and findings, as well as their interpretations of the results and findings of 

scholars in the past. This constant dialogue contributes to the public wealth of 

scientific knowledge and validates the contributions of peers. Scientific knowledge is 

thus not only conditioned by the social and institutional contexts; it is intellectually 

conditioned by the conversations in which it is embedded as well. 

Scientific knowledge is produced by discursive interactions among scientists, 

this justifies the use of the concept of autopoiesis to understand the processes of 

production and further organization of scientific knowledge. Maturana & Varela 

(1992, at p. 43) define autopoiesis as the “property of a system to produce its 

components which make up the network of transformations that produces the system 

through ongoing interactions.” Autopoiesis was introduced in biology to describe the 

nature of living systems (Varela, Maturana, & Uribe, 1974). Its application in social 

systems has been subject of many debates. Nevertheless, its metaphoric use in the 

social sciences is fruitful to understand the social operations that characterize social 

systems (Mingers, 2002; Morgan, 1986). Scientific knowledge, which is attained 

collectively, emerges from the network of discursive interactions between individual 

scientists. Conversations among scientists support the ongoing coordination that 

emerges at the systems level (Maturana, 1988).  

This perspective based on communications facilitates the specification of 

macro-structure as emerging from the micro-level of contextually embedded actions. 

The macro-structure emerges as a consequence of the recursive nature of knowledge 

which makes its organization crucial. The intellectual organization in the form of 

disciplines and cognitive categories conditions the submission of further scientific 

findings. When scientific communications are assumed as the units of analysis, 
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preference is given to the constructive social interactions instead of the distinctions 

between social and cognitive dimensions (Cozzens, 1985).  

A common wealth of scientific knowledge is nourished by the communication 

of scientific results. It is publicly available to members of a scientific community 

who, in their turn, contribute to its growth and take from its stock. The importance of 

communicating scientific results sustains a publication culture among scientists: 

contributions provide novel claims that act as stepping stones for further advances.  

Alongside the communication of original knowledge claims, scientists refer 

back to archives of scientific knowledge in order to link their knowledge claims to 

previously established bodies of knowledge. Citation cultures have evolved from this 

communication practice (Wouters, 1999b). Through citations, the intellectual property 

of individual contributions is recognized when used by other scientists (Merton, 

1968). Furthermore, scientists’ interest to make their contributions publicly available 

is regulated by their expectations to get credit and recognition for so doing.  

When scientists make their own findings available to other scientists, the 

protection of her/his intellectual output is assured by the recognition of peers—“only 

when a scientist’s contribution becomes part of the public domain of science can they 

truly lay claim to it as theirs” (Merton, 1979, italics mine). The recognition by peers 

of having used an individual contribution acts as an acknowledgment that a valuable 

“scientific contribution” has been made (Gilbert, 1976). The value of a scientific 

contribution depends on the way in which it is received, perceived and used by other 

scientist (Amsterdamska & Leydesdorff, 1989). Previous contributions constitute a 

repertoire of ideas that scientists use—or not—making the development of science 

contingent on the selection, perception and utilization of scientific contributions. 

Science can thus be understood as a system of knowledge production where 

the competitive pursuit of reputations for contributions plays an important part 

(Whitley [1984], 2000). As scientists’ communicate their scientific experiences and 

feed on the experiences of their peers, networks of expectations are shaped 

constraining the allocation of reputations. Although such networks emerge from the 

scientists communicative acts, they remain latent to the scientists (Leydesdorff, 1998). 

The networks shaped by these communicative interactions have social and cognitive 

meaning. Since scientists formalize their communication through publications the 

networks have a textual dimension as well. 
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Written communication is crucial for the production and organization of 

scientific knowledge. This enables us to build models of these processes using 

scientific literature as data. The use of the literary footprint of scientific 

communication to study the dynamics of science was proposed by Derek de Solla 

Price in his paper “Networks of Scientific Papers” (1965). This use of scientific 

literature to model developments in the sciences follows the previous claims that 

communication is essential for the functioning of the system of scientific knowledge 

production and control. Accordingly, publications can be considered as the crucial 

events in the model because the circulation of scientific knowledge is coupled to the 

circulation of scientific texts (Fujigaki, 1998a). 

The purpose of this dissertation is to measure and model developments in the 

system of knowledge production. A representation based on scientific texts facilitates 

this task. When reporting their findings, scientists emphasize some cognitive features 

compromising others (Gilbert & Mulkay, 1983; Knorr-Cetina 1981). Studies in the 

sociology of scientific knowledge have emphasized the importance of socio-cultural 

contexts when articulating scientific arguments (Collins, 1983). In this dissertation I 

suggest that socio-cultural contexts are recursively constrained as well by the 

emergent properties of the evolutionary operations of the system producing scientific 

knowledge—and could thus be also analyzed using the proposed perspective.  

The properties and characteristics of the system emerge from the scientists’ 

communications. Even though they can be reinforced by the continuous 

communication, these properties are time specific and subject to change. Systems can 

be expected to evolve to higher forms of complexity resulting in functional 

differentiation which allows the system as a whole to process more variety (Collier, 

2004). The socio-cultural contexts brought forward by studies in the Sociology of 

Scientific Knowledge, are affected by the intellectual organization of scientific texts 

into cognitive dimensions.2  

Two parallel procedures are fundamental to understand the system of 

knowledge production from an evolutionary perspective: variation and selection. 

While variation provides the system continuity following the arrow of time, selection 

operates as a feedback mechanism. The existence of a feedback operation is related to 

                                                 
2 The social-cultural contexts are social implications of the intellectual organization. This illustrates 
that the cognitive, social and textual can also be considered as coupled and intertwined like in a triple 
helix (Leydesdorff, 1995).  
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the autopoietic property of the system. The system uses the information retained in the 

selections as input for its own development creating recursive loops of selections. 

The recursive feedback means that the past is retained and can be reinforced 

by the present. This implies that the operation of the selection mechanisms may begin 

to structure the variation potentially reinforcing historical trajectories. Scientists select 

validated knowledge and differentiate their own results to submit them for further 

publication. The recursive process of selection and codification makes the 

development of scientific knowledge non linear (Fujigaki, 1998b).  

Since I am using a literary simplification, the properties of the system are 

functionally simplified as interactions among scientific texts. The memory of the 

system is carried by the citations and the dynamics of the system are determined by 

the trade-off between the introduction of new knowledge claims and the recursive 

selection of previous knowledge claims to support new findings.  

New publications modify the network structures updating them along 

trajectories. The recursive selection of significant knowledge claims updates the 

system of knowledge production and it provides it with subsymbolic mechanisms of 

control. In the literary model, control is exercised by the network structures generated 

by the publications. In the system of knowledge production, this network represent 

agreements and disagreements about relevant theories, choices of methods and objects 

of inquiry that emerge from the communications and that can be expected to influence 

the formulation of new scientific claims. 

Change is carried by the diffusion of literature along trajectories. The 

recursive selection of supporting claims in the intellectual dimension can reverberate 

in differentiation inside the system causing non-linear change. Functional 

differentiation causes the emergence of a new discipline or scientific specialty. The 

literary representation of the system of scientific knowledge production is constantly 

changing. Linear change responds to the variation carried by the streams of new 

publications. Non-linear change is carried by the recursive operation of the selection 

mechanisms. When the selection of knowledge claims to support new findings 

behaves semi-deterministically, the system will expand according to its trajectories. 

The re-interpretation of previous findings might be such that the history of the 

specialty is partially re-written, in this case, the knowledge claims used to support 

new findings are subject to change. This change can be translated in the network as a 

new cluster representing a differentiated social community and cognitive trajectory. 
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References to previous literature and contained in the publications formalize 

the selection process. The historical operation of the selection mechanisms allows the 

system to organize along intellectual dimensions. Codes of communication emerge 

from this organization. The codes are defined in terms of, for example, relevant 

journals to communicate findings in specific topics as well as in terms of specific 

“jargons” used by the specialty (Leydesdorff, 2002). The perception of and 

recognition by citing authors is subject to change (Small, 1978; Leydesdorff, 1998). 

Scientists’ socio-cultural context has to correspond to these changes—to the 

differentiation generated at the systems level—in order to integrate their scientific 

contributions to the bodies of knowledge.  

In essence, the codes of communication act as organizing principles: they 

structure variation over time. They emerge as a result of the refinement and 

elaboration of theoretically relevant arguments that organize scholarly discourse. 

While the emergence from the communicative interactions is bottom-up, they exercise 

(top-down) control in future publications. This refers to the earlier introduced notion 

of autopoiesis: the system produces the networks of interactions that produce and re-

produce the system. The system produces the conditions that regulate the production 

of new scientific knowledge but these conditions are subject to change and are 

updated as a consequence of the production of new scientific knowledge.  

Using the model based on scientific literature, the dynamics, development and 

structure of science can be simulated in terms of the resulting networks that link 

scientific papers (Price, 1965). The networks are an emergent property of the 

scientists’ interactions. Scientific fields and specialties emerge from the organization 

of intellectual arguments following the aggregation of the citation practices of 

individual authors (Small, 1973; Small & Griffith, 1974; Griffith, Small, Stonehill, & 

Dey, 1974). In other words, citation practices define clusters that can be expected to 

represent socio-cognitive domains.  

The processes of production and organization of new scientific knowledge is 

operationalized in this dissertation using the literary model. The role of citations as 

the retention mechanisms in the literary simplification, allows their use to analyze the 

intellectual organization that results from the operation of the codes of 

communication—i.e. from codification. Some of the tensions generated by the 

emergence of new knowledge reinforce existing codes while others trigger the system 

to differentiate.  
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Research specialties, as intellectually organized cognitive categories, can thus 

be analyzed in terms of the citation relations among documents (i.e. Price, 1965; 

Leydesdorff, 1987; Hjorland, & Albrechtsen, 1995; White& McKain, 1998; Chen, 

2003). The relations among documents shape an archive with self-referentially 

structuring dynamics which set the conditions for authors to submit new knowledge 

claims. While the submissions provide variation, the evolving networks have a 

tendency to select deterministically.  

Variation and codification shape two different types of literatures. A classical 

literature—in the archive—belongs to the validated knowledge base of a specialty. It 

reinforces the codes of communication that rule the codification. A transient 

literature—at the research front—might become obsolete after its publication; its 

importance might be temporal and its role is to provide variety to the system. This 

later type of literature is characteristic of the rapidly changing dynamics at research 

fronts (Chen, 2006).  

Both the classical literature and the literature at the research front affect the 

evolutionary development of the system. The extent to which codification exerts 

disciplinary and intellectual control over the production of new knowledge at the 

research front is a varying phenomenon that needs to be explained and not assumed 

(Whitley [1984], 2000). In this dissertation I provide a methodology to measure 

intellectual organization in scientific specialties applying entropy statistics to the 

literary model of the system of scientific knowledge production. 

From an information-theoretical perspective, entropy statistics originated from 

the mathematical theory of communication. Based on probabilistic distributions, it 

measures “how much choice is involved in the selection of an event or how uncertain 

we are of the outcome” (Shannon & Weaver, 1949, at p. 18, italics mine). Although 

developed to respond to an engineering problem about the transmission of information 

from a transmitter to a receiver through a communication channel, entropy statistics 

can generally be used as a measure of variety—of randomness. Entropy statistics can 

be used to measure the uncertainty contained in probability distributions.  

Two specific measures of entropy are applied in this dissertation. The 

Kullback-Leibler divergence is used to assess critical transitions using publications as 

events and comparing the expected information value of an event to that value of 

preceding documents. Configurational information is used in later chapters to measure 
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how selection and variation might co-evolve in time reducing uncertainty at the 

research front of a scientific specialty. 

Messages contained in the publications can be aggregated at a specialty level 

and then decomposed as frequency distributions of any set of textual attributes.3 This 

property of the literary model facilitates the use of entropy statistics. I assume the 

distributions of cited references and citing texts in order to assess critical transitions in 

the evolution of research fronts and specialties. 

From an evolutionary perspective, critical transitions have been defined as 

gradual processes of societal changes in which social systems structurally change their 

character (Rotmans, Kemp & van Asselt, 2001). Critical transitions occur when 

dynamic systems suddenly shift to a contrasting regime (Sheffer, Bascompte, Brock, 

Brovkin, Carpenter, Dakos, Held, van Nes, Rietkerk, & Sugihara, 2009). The shift or 

gradual change does not discontinue the process of development of the system but 

indicates a change in the evolving historical trajectories.  

Research specialties are expected to develop along trajectories defined by their 

past. But this past is overwritten continuously as new publications integrate the 

research front. Parts of the history can be obliterated or forgotten in hindsight 

resulting in shifts of the historically shaped trajectories. The concept of critical 

transitions is used to pinpoint those documents where a shift of the intellectual 

trajectories occurs. These points could be indicating discontinuity in the process of 

codification.  

Publications will be considered as events and aggregated to measure the 

uncertainty contained in yearly sets of documents. I have argued that the development 

of scientific specialties is contingent upon selection and variation mechanisms. The 

configuration between variation and selection can be such that the codification 

resulting from the selections structures the variation. In this case, scientists at the 

research front are faced with less uncertainty about the codes of communication that 

guide the validation of their contribution. The reduction of uncertainty happens when 

the organization provided by the intellectual dimension reduces uncertainty generated 

by the variation introduced by new publications. 

The properties of aggregation and decomposition of the literary model are 

used to simplify knowledge claims as configurations of title words and cited 
                                                 
3 Frequency distributions are transformed into probability distributions by calculating the probability of 
occurrence of each value in the distribution.  
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references. Whereas novel combinations among words provide variation, the selection 

of context specific cited references leads the system towards stabilization reducing 

uncertainty. While this reduction of uncertainty will not be evident to the researcher, it 

will facilitate a straightforward positioning of his/her contribution along cognitive 

relevant dimensions.  

Modelling the development of science in terms of evolving scientific literature 

makes the tensions between the processes of top-down codification and bottom-up 

diffusion of the variation amenable to measurement. In this sense, the contribution of 

this dissertation is primarily methodological with some empirical applications. 

1. Case studies  

Three different cases are used in this dissertation. They provide examples of 

the simplification of specialties using the literary model and the possibilities to 

analyze them using network algorithms and entropy statistics. The first two cases are 

related to nanoscience research; the third uses as an example of a more social-science 

specialty, namely, scientometrics itself.  

The specific case of fullerenes and fullerene-like structures nanotubes was 

chosen at a moment when the nanotechnology hype was perhaps at its highest point. 

Fullerenes constituted a significant research front in nanoscience with its own 

terminology beyond the usage of the prefix “nano” (Schummer, 2004). A Nobel price 

was awarded for the discovery of fullerenes in 1984. The discovery of fullerene-like 

structures carbon nanotubes in 1991 followed the discovery of fullerenes. Simio 

Iijima regarded his discovery as serendipitous while researching fullerenes (Iijima, 

2005). Fullerenes pioneers regard the 1991 discovery as “fullerinizing” carbon 

nanotube research (Colbert & Smalley, 2002). A more detailed account of research in 

fullerenes and nanotubes and their relation follows in Chapter Three. 

Although words can change in meaning depending on their context 

(Leydesdorff & Hellsten, 2005), one can expect that in the natural sciences, specific 

words can pinpoint discoveries that give constitutive rise to research specialties (as in 

the case of fullerenes and nanotubes). The social sciences behave differently having 

their own publication and citation cultures; new developments in this case are 

generated from metaphors. I chose the specialty of scientometrics as a case study akin 

to the social sciences. Scientometrics belongs to the social studies of science 

(Wouters, 1999b) but has increasingly differentiated its communications 
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(Leydesdorff, 2007a; Van den Besselaar, 2000; 2001). Furthermore, the importance of 

the introduction of the Citation Indexes as well as the older library practice of citation 

analysis allows contextualizing the development of the specialty within some 

important references. 

2. Outline of the dissertation 

Following this chapter, a theoretical framework is presented in Chapter Two. 

In this chapter, the autopoiesis of the system of scientific knowledge production and 

the implications for the growth and change of the system are further explained as well 

as the simplification of the system to a literary model. The literary model is used to 

provide a descriptive picture of the two related specialties of fullerenes and nanotubes 

in Chapter Three. Subsequent chapters illustrate the use of entropy statistics to 

characterize the development of scientific specialties for the three cases mentioned. 

The Second Chapter—“Dynamic of exchanges and references among 

scientific text and the autopoiesis of discursive knowledge”—provides the theoretical 

framework of this dissertation. The definition of an autopoietic system of scientific 

communication and the role of publications as the basic operation of this system is 

explained. Three selection mechanisms are introduced in detail together with the 

implications of their operation for the system of knowledge production. The 

possibility to use entropy statistics in the literary model of the system of scientific 

communication is introduced in this chapter as well.  

The Third Chapter—“From fullerenes to nanotubes: knowledge emergence in 

scientific communication”—provides my first empirical study. Using a model based 

on scientific literature, the development of fullerenes and the related specialty of 

nanotubes is detailed. The aim of this chapter is to provide an illustration of the 

disrupting effects of new discoveries in the networks of scientific communication. For 

this, the journal space of the journal created for the diffusion of research in this 

topic—Fullerenes Science and Technology—was examined considering the changes 

in the cited and citing environment through time. Changes in the semantic codification 

of both discoveries in a scientific context and in terms of its technological diffusion 

are explored using co-word analysis. The processes of the production of knowledge at 

the frontiers of science and technology are explored in this chapter including how 

existing knowledge converges into new discoveries to be later transmitted through the 

existing structures. 
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In Chapter Four, research in fullerenes and nanotubes is examined from the 

perspective of codification and diffusion. Different algorithms that build on the 

frequencies of citation relations are used to enhance the concept of an algorithmic 

historiography.  

The notion of algorithmic historiography follows the introduction of 

HistCiteTM into the scientometric community which aids the process of uncovering 

transmissions of knowledge that lead to scientific breakthroughs (Pudovkin & 

Garfield, 2002). It relies on citation data to describe historically scientific fields, 

specialties and breakthroughs (Garfield, 1979). The software creates a mini-citation 

matrix for any set of documents retrieved from the ISI Web of Science facilitating 

historical reconstructions based on a literary simplification of science (Garfield, 

Pudovkin & Istomin., 2002, 2003a; 2003b). Because citations carry the memory of the 

system, they can be used to build historiograms which can be further enhanced using 

algorithms from network and information theory. The algorithmic approach to the 

historical reconstructions enables us to include more variety in the perspective than 

the reconstruction based on a single narrative (Kranakis & Leydesdorff, 1989). 

In Chapter Four, I use an algorithmic approach to reconstruct the history of 

fullerenes and nanotubes. The alternatives presented in this chapter extend the 

possible interpretations from historical reconstructions based on scientific literature. 

Main path algorithms are used to detect the structural backbones of the citation 

networks (Hummon & Doreian, 1989; Carley, Hummon, & Harty, 1993). These are 

constructed using the connectivity of the documents; i.e. the citations they receive and 

the citations they make. Algorithms based on entropy statistics are applied to 

distinguish potentially critical transitions in the networks. Critical transitions can only 

be detected in hindsight but they signal moments when the citation traditions might 

have changed in the discipline.  

Configurational information is applied to measure the intellectual organization 

in scientific specialties in chapter five. The trade-off between codification and 

variation can be such that uncertainty is reduced at the research front. The specialty 

thus can process the surplus of information and absorb more variety. The 

configurational information stems from entropy statistics. It measures the synergy at 

the systems level when more than two sources of variance interact. The measure 

captures uncertainty prevailing from the interaction of more than two probability 

distributions. Three interacting dimensions can potentially co-evolve synergetically. 
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Reductions of uncertainty thus are a property of the system as a whole and can not be 

attributed to its parts (McGill, 1954). 

The measured uncertainty is used as an indicator of intellectual organization 

for the specialties of fullerenes, nanotubes and scientometrics. For the case of 

scientometrics, the relevant discourse is operationalized as the dialogue between the 

publications in selected journals (Scientometrics, Journal of Information Science, 

Journal of Documentation, and Information Processing and Management). 

Furthermore, the indicator is also used for topics of research illustrating that these are 

not codified enough to reduce uncertainty for researchers at the research front. 

The Sixth Chapter is the last chapter of this dissertation. It contains a summary 

and conclusions as well as some formulations on limitations and topics for further 

research. 

 



 

 

Chapter 2. The dynamics of exchanges and references among 
scientific texts, and the autopoiesis of discursive knowledge* 

 

Abstract 

Discursive knowledge emerges as codification in flows of communication. The flows 

of communication are constrained and enabled by networks of communications as 

their historical manifestations at each moment of time. New publications modify the 

existing networks by changing the distributions of attributes and relations in document 

sets, while the networks are self-referentially updated along trajectories. Codification 

operates reflexively: the network structures are reconstructed from the perspective of 

hindsight. Codification along different axes differentiates discursive knowledge into 

specialties. These intellectual control structures are constructed bottom-up, but feed 

top-down back upon the production of new knowledge. However, the forward 

dynamics of diffusion in the development of the communication networks along 

trajectories differs from the feedback mechanisms of control. Analysis of the 

development of scientific communication in terms of evolving scientific literatures 

provides us with a model which makes these evolutionary processes amenable to 

measurement. 

 

Keywords: codification, validation, self-organization, autopoiesis, discursive 

knowledge, intellectual organization, systems theory, probabilistic entropy. 

1. Introduction 

In the field of science studies and its various subfields (e.g., Hackett, 

Amsterdamska, Lynch, & Wajcman, 2008; Moed, Glänzel, & Schmoch, 2004), 

definitions of the units of analysis have molded different approaches through which 

the sciences can be studied and analyzed. Sociological and anthropological 

perspectives, for example, have focused on research practices (Latour, 1987; Knorr-

Cetina, 1999). Historical reconstructions have based their narratives on the 

chronology of relevant events in social contexts. From the perspective of the 

                                                 
* This chapter has been published as: The Dynamics of Exchanges and References among Scientific 
Texts, and the Autopoiesis of Discursive Knowledge. Journal of Informetrics, 3(3), 261-271. 
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philosophy of science, the main concerns are the epistemological nature and the 

validity of knowledge claims. Using a model based on scientific literature, 

information scientists have focused on documents, textual attributes (e.g., author 

names and references), and their relations.  

Relations among authors span a social network, but the relations among 

documents shape an archive with self-referential dynamics (Amsterdamska & 

Leydesdorff, 1989; Burt, 1983; Leydesdorff, 1998). These structural dynamics set the 

conditions for authors to submit new knowledge claims. From this perspective, the 

submissions provide the variation whereas the evolving networks select 

deterministically. The specification of the selection mechanisms thus becomes the 

focus of evolutionary theorizing about the sciences as networked systems. 

In the case of the science system, the selection mechanisms operate differently 

from markets or non-market exchange mechanisms (Nelson & Winter, 1977, 1982; cf. 

Whitley, 1984). In this paper, we contribute to the theme of “a science of science” by 

using Maturana and Varela’s (1980) theory of autopoiesis or self-organization, and 

Luhmann’s ([1984] 1995) theory of social systems for the specification of how 

different selection mechanisms are constructed from and feed back upon the process 

of scientific publishing in recursive loops (Fujigaki, 1998a; Maturana, 2000). The 

“literary model” of science (Garfield, 1979, pp. 81f; Price, 1965) enables us to trace 

publications and their dynamics, and therefore operationalize these evolutionary 

theories. Both the networks (at each moment of time) and the self-referential loops 

(over time) can be expected to operate as distributions: uncertainty in these 

distributions can be measured. 

2. The autopoietic operation of the science system 

Let us assume that the crucial events in scientific communication are 

publications. Scientific publications formalize communication by relating each 

submission to the relevant literature. The communication of results obtained in local 

research labs first serves the further articulation of research questions. Formalization 

of the communication serves the validation and diffusion of new knowledge claims. 

Validated knowledge can be used by other scientists as stepping stones for new 

research and publications. Thus, scholarly activities are embedded in continuous loops 

of discussing, writing, sharing, and seeking new information (Borgman & Furner, 

2002). 
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Both the communication of scientific findings and their validation by further 

communication can be considered as crucial to scientific progress. In scientific 

practices, the two loops can often not be clearly disentangled, but analytically the 

positioning of a new scientific contribution in a network in terms of (e.g., citing) 

relations and the recognition of a position from the perspective of hindsight (e.g., 

being cited) are different. Giddens (1979) called these dynamics of action (“citing”) 

and structure (“being cited”) the duality of structure, but failed to specify the selection 

mechanisms involved (Leydesdorff, 1993). 

 

 
Figure 1. Three selection environments operating upon one another 

 

The two distributions operating as selection mechanisms upon each other are 

(i) the structure in the network at each moment of time and (ii) the development of 

series of events over time. Variation and selection operate at each moment of time; 

change and stabilization operate over time. When operating upon each other these two 

selection environments can be expected to shape historical trajectories in networks of 

publications. Reflexivity adds (iii) a third subdynamic because the meaning of 

previous communications can be revised by new communications from the 

perspective of hindsight (Giddens, 1990). Using this third selection mechanism, some 

previously stabilized trajectories can be selected for meta-stabilization, hyper-

stabilization or globalization at a next-order—regime—level (Figure 1). 

iii. reflexive restructuring of the 
system as a result of further 
communications 

ii. historical shaping of a 
network structure into a 
system along a trajectory 

time 

i. selection by structure at 
each moment of time 
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The interplay between (i) variation and selection, (ii) retention along 

trajectories, and (iii) reflexivity can be specified by elaborating on Maturana and 

Varela’s (1980) theory of autopoiesis or self-organization. While biological systems 

can provide meaning to information, inter-human communication is more complex. 

Human languages enable us to communicate meaning in addition to information 

(Leydesdorff, 2000; Luhmann, 1986, 2002a). The communication of knowledge in the 

sciences—discursive knowledge—can be considered as a further refinement of the 

communication of meaning (Leydesdorff, 2007b; Luhmann, 2002b). By using specific 

codes of communication, scientists are able to develop controlled repertoires (jargons) 

and process more complexity than by using common (e.g., natural) languages. 

Maturana and Varela (1992, pp. 43f.) defined the autopoietic operation as “the 

ongoing interactions that produce the components which make up the network of 

transformations that produces them.” In systems theory, autopoiesis refers to the 

ability of an organism or system to reproduce itself: micro-actions create a network 

with a next-order structure which feeds back upon the linear flux in a recursive loop 

(Maturana, 2000). Furthermore, the micro-operations secure the further development 

of the system by recreating the difference between the system and its environment. 

Thus, the system can operationally be closed, but the operation provides also a 

structural coupling to the system’s relevant environment(s). 

Publications can be considered as the micro-operations of the science system. 

Their validation using criteria developed by previous publications and their 

interactions can be considered as a recursive loop. The system of scientific knowledge 

production and control can thus be considered as a system that accepts and rejects 

knowledge claims. The scholars involved support this process and condition it by their 

social and personal characteristics. When the (three) selection processes at the 

network level reinforce one another, they can result in increased structuration for the 

agents involved (Giddens, 1984). The recursive loop of codification in the 

communication can be considered as the (nonlinear) accelerator of science, while the 

micro-operation of publishing remains essential to science (Stichweh, 1990). 

Publications interact with one another in terms of exchanges of ideas and arguments 

and select from previous publications in terms of references. Previous (sets of) 

publications are continuously recombined and repositioned in the light of new 

findings in a nonlinear dynamics of communication. 
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The operation of publishing also reproduces the differentiation between the 

intellectual system and its social environments. One can expect publications to mean 

different things locally to a research group or for an individual author’s reputation 

than they do for the intellectual organization of the field. The social and intellectual 

dimensions co-vary in the events. When publications as micro-actions relate to and 

build upon one another, a feedback mechanism emerges at the trans-local level of the 

networks of relations. This resulting structure is dynamic, and its control mechanisms 

emerge from the system’s operations—that is, publications—but as a latent variable—

that is, a strategic vector—in the networks of relations. The variation in the 

knowledge claims is positioned in the literature, and this position can be reflexively 

refined. 

Publications have to be written, linked to the literature, edited, and revised. In 

these micro-actions, macro-structures resound in an anticipatory mode, and are 

partially deconstructed and reconstructed, but also to a large extent accepted and 

reproduced. However, the macro-structures are different from their micro-contexts. 

While the social contexts of production have hitherto been the main focus of study of 

social constructivists (Edge, 1979; Hackett, et al., 2008), the findings are also 

assigned as cognitive assets to a scientific community (Merton, 1973, p. 273). The 

researcher’s intention to gain intellectual credit for a novelty feeds back upon the 

observational reports in the context of discovery (Pinch, 1985). The anticipated 

allocation of the new findings into a body of knowledge can thus be expected to 

structure the context of discovery (Myers, 1985). 

The three recursive, asynchronous, and interacting selection mechanisms 

structure next-order developments in the sciences in two directions: the evaluation of 

scientific contributions integrates knowledge claims into scientific literature (Wouters, 

1999a); and they reinforce specific codes of communication, including repertoires and 

references as symbol systems (Small, 1978). The codifications enable scholars to 

communicate complexity more than in natural languages (Coser,1975). 
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Figure 2. Mediation between the context of discovery and the context of 
justification 

 

The analytical distinction between the intellectual and social organization of 

scientific knowledge was proposed in the philosophy of science by Karl Popper. 

Popper ([1935], 1959) distinguished between the context of discovery and the context 

of justification (Figure 2). While the context of discovery is defined in terms of the 

social processes that focus upon the creation of research findings, the context of 

justification is relevant for the processes whereby research findings are transformed 

into accredited knowledge (Gilbert, 1976). Research findings are validated upon their 

approval by a research community. This change in the epistemological status of a 

knowledge claim to accepted knowledge requires mediation between the two contexts 

in the form of text (Leydesdorff, 2007b). Gilbert and Mulkay (1984, pp. 69f.) noted 

that after the validation of a knowledge claim an additional—rational—repertoire 

becomes available for legitimizing scientific findings. 

Our description of the three selection environments suggests that publications 

mediate between the two contexts: the constant stream of publications creates and 

reproduces the intellectual structures that frame new scientific texts (Cozzens, 1985; 

White, Wellman, & Nazer, 2004). New knowledge claims—the results of scientific 

practices and research activities—are formulated in texts that are validated through 

the review process and eventually accepted for publication (or not). If published the 

new knowledge claims can be integrated into bodies of scientific knowledge and 

eventually become part of a structuring global repertoire of scientific knowledge. In 

international science at the global level;  
context of justification 

local practices; R&D; 
context of discovery 

knowledge claims; 
variation 

validation; 
selection
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Giddens’s “structuration theory,” the resulting structure was conceptualized as shaped 

over time by memory traces, but structure would only be reproduced in time and 

space by reflexive recombinations of sets of rules and resources in action (Giddens, 

1979). Reflexivity in communications provides the communications with another 

selection mechanism. 

Reflexivity in human interactions generates a “double hermeneutics” since one 

can both be enrolled as a participant and/or reflexively understand the configuration 

(Giddens, 1976). This “double hermeneutics” between a socially constructed 

cognitive structure and communicative action can be studied empirically using a 

model focused upon publishing as the basic operation in producing scientific 

literature. The validation of a publication changes the epistemological status of the 

message, and therewith its analytical position in the design. 

While the publication is only an element of variation in the network, validation 

makes the content of the communication part of a reflexively selecting structure. This 

next-order layer coevolves with the layer that provides the variation, as its structure. 

In our opinion, science cannot only be considered as a belief system based in 

communities of practice and agency (Barnes & Edge, 1982; Bloor, 1976), but also as 

a system of rationalized expectations contained in scientific literatures. The validation 

of a new knowledge claim is constrained by what has already gained the status of 

valid scientific knowledge and thus constitutes the ex ante context of justification. 

Publications make the system operate so that the ex ante structures of science are 

transformed into an ex post structure of partially rewritten expectations. 

3. The communicative turn  

Both Thomas Kuhn and Derek de Solla Price sought to operationalize the 

scientific enterprise in terms of publications. Kuhn (1962, pp. 170 ff.) focused on 

textbooks as constitutive of paradigms, while Price (1970) was interested in the 

potentially discipline-specific dynamics of articles, reviews, and the generation of 

textbook knowledge. Eventually, Kuhn analyzed the growth of the scientific 

enterprise in terms of historical discoveries, authors, and the development of 

paradigms as belief structures, whereas Price took the decisive step of 

operationalizing scientific developments in terms of the dynamics among texts, their 

distributions, and the resulting dynamics in networks of scientific communication 

(Price, 1965). 
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While publications remain the results of human action, the resulting texts can 

also be considered as units of analysis in a next-order dynamics. In the first-order 

network, the authors are the nodes and the texts—or, more precisely, textual 

attributes—provide the links. Because texts are relational, they can also function as 

units of operation (Bhaskar, 1975, 1998, p. 207). In a second-order design, the texts 

are the units of operation which can be expected to develop codes of communication 

as latent variables. Discursive knowledge results from these transformative 

interactions among texts. While texts have to be written and read by people in a first-

order dynamics, scientific texts are also stored and circulated beyond the control of 

specific authors or readers. In this second-order dynamics, the originally 

communicating scholars can be replaced by (potentially anonymous) peers, while the 

contents remain in the texts. 

The texts contain relevant (and sufficient) information about the authors, such 

as author names and institutional addresses. Using these representations, it is possible 

to study the social system of scientific knowledge production and control from the 

perspective of the textual one. The intellectual feedback from the context of 

justification structures the stream of scientific publications. For example, the 

substantive delineations among domains in textual sets are reproduced in terms of 

their intellectual organization. The reproduction of these delineations from year to 

year indicates that the intellectual dimension operates with an analytically 

independent dynamic that guides the organization of publications in journals. 

Newly validated scientific claims are made available to the scientific 

community in publications. Scholars can then use such previous results to support 

their own research processes. The further articulation of previously validated 

knowledge claims to support new findings is common practice in research. For 

example, as Iijima (2005), the discoverer of nanotubes in 1991, recalled, “when I 

heard about the discovery of C60 in 1985, I thought to myself, SO THAT was the 

onion-like structure that I saw. . .” The constant circulation of new knowledge claims 

and reconstructions stirs the system. Funding, access to datasets, e-mails, and informal 

communications influence the system of knowledge production as enabling and 

constraining conditions at each moment of time, but publishing itself can be 

considered as the autopoietic operation which warrants the science system’s integrity 

and develops its progressive momentum (Fujigaki, 1998a). 
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The structuring contexts of justification and constructive actions at the 

research level may co-evolve and lead to a relative closure in the communication. 

Closure leads to specialization and the development of repertoires which enable the 

scientists involved to communicate specific complexity. The reproduction of structure 

in the intermediating layer is the result of developments above and below this level, 

but the textual layer itself can also be expected to develop its own dynamics. For 

example, journals have to be viable on the market in terms of subscriptions and other 

earnings.  

The intellectual organization cannot be measured directly in the texts like the 

social addresses of authors and institutions. However, the mutual dependencies among 

the three dimensions enable us reflexively to reconstruct the dynamics in the 

intellectual organization. For example, one can consider next-order structures as 

clusters and components of the networks under study using multivariate statistics. The 

structural components are not dependent variables, as they would be from a bottom-up 

and action-oriented perspective, but can be considered as latent constructs (e.g., 

eigenvectors) which operate top-down when invoked in the observable instantiations. 

This latent structuring can be measured, for example, by using factor analysis. 

Discursive knowledge is generated by exchanges of codified elements among 

texts (e.g., specific arguments and references) in a next-order dynamics. Socio-

cognitive regimes emerge at the supra-individual level from (i) streams of 

publications, (ii) their reflexive decompositions and reconstructions in discursive 

exchanges, and (iii) the consequent dynamics in their positions in the network of 

communications. Although largely beyond control for individual agents, the 

intellectual structures and dynamics can reflexively be accessed by both participants 

and analysts. However, the reconstructions at the level of agents cannot be 

unambiguous since the intellectual organization of the sciences remains in the second-

order domain of the construction and consolidation of expectations (Husserl, 1929; 

Leydesdorff, 2007b; Luhmann, 2002b). 

In summary, the literary model enables us to study the sciences from a systems 

perspective. However, the system is nothing more than the operation of different yet 

specific selection environments on the variation. The selection environments are not 

externally “given,” but can endogenously be generated as cultural constructs by the 

micro-operation because publication is both a formalized and codified form of inter-

human communication. The literary model thus provides us with a functional 
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simplification for studying the self-organization of scientific knowledge in terms of 

indicators. 

By using the literary model for developing indicators, one obtains fruitful 

heuristics. The focus is no longer on historical cases and single events, but on 

distributions in sampled document sets. The distributions enable us to test 

observations against hypotheses. We proceed in the following sections by elaborating 

on (a) how the basic mechanisms of growth and change are generated by the 

continuous streams of publications; (b) how intellectual structures emerge as 

specialties and self-organize; (c) how this self-organization can be operationalized to 

measure reduction of uncertainty in systems of scientific communication using 

configurational information; and (d) how the science system interacts with other 

social systems. 

3.1. Mechanisms of growth and change 
 

Scientists take from and contribute to the commonwealth of scientific 

knowledge. At the individual level, the importance of making a contribution serves 

two purposes. The first is to gain recognition for the ownership of a contribution. The 

intellectual property of a scientist’s contribution is acknowledged when it becomes 

part of the public domain of science (Merton, 1979). Additional value is accorded to a 

scientific contribution after its publication when other scientific contributions make 

reference to it or otherwise articulate its knowledge content in the support of new 

findings. Contributions participate in the development of a discourse independently of 

the intentions of their authors (Leydesdorff & Amsterdamska, 1990). 

Scientific contributions can further be validated when consensus emerges 

among peers that the contribution is not only original but also relevant to the further 

development of scientific knowledge. New scientific contributions provide variation 

(new information) at the emergent and transient grouping of concepts that constitutes 

the research front (Chen, 2006). By being accepted for publication, the contribution is 

stabilized as part of the archive. Publications can further be selected and then become 

part of the codified archive of knowledge. This generalization of what was previously 

stabilized in a specific domain makes it possible for practicing scientists to use the 

concepts increasingly without reference to the original publication. The concept then 

gradually obtains the status of textbook-knowledge, and the specific references can be 
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obliterated (Garfield, 1975; Merton, 1968, pp. 35 ff.). For example, “oxygen” has a 

meaning codified in everyday language to the extent that one no longer needs to 

provide a reference to “(Priestley, 1774)” when using this concept. The previous 

phlogiston theory was overwritten by the newly constructed concept of “oxygen.” 

The recursive selection of significant knowledge claims, although potentially 

latent to the individual scientists involved, upgrades the system of knowledge 

production in an evolutionary competition. Unlike variation in the communication of 

scientific findings, the selection of validated knowledge claims is determined by 

standards emerging from what can be considered as valid knowledge, but at a next-

order level. This next-order selection mechanism (articulated perhaps as criteria) is 

constructed by and feeds back on the publication of scientific texts. Although built 

bottom-up from the historical process of publishing scientific results, the next-order 

mechanisms (theories, paradigms) exercise top-down control over the publishing 

process. The publishing process selects for stabilization in a theoretical context, 

whereas knowledge contents can be further selected for incorporation at the level of a 

paradigm. The paradigms provide and structure global “horizons of meaning” 

(Husserl, 1929; Luhmann, 2002b). Note the plural in “horizons”—more than a single 

paradigm is possible. Scientists are additionally able to change and translate among 

repertoires (Gilbert & Mulkay, 1984; Mulkay, Potter, & Yearley, 1983). 

The science system can be considered as a system of operations. New 

operations provide it with continuity by reproducing existing structures along 

trajectories. Because of this operational character, the system can change its structure 

due to operations at the bottom. Historical stabilizations of patterns at the aggregated 

level serve evolutionary processes of change at the global level (Luhmann, 1995). 

Evolutionary changes can be incremental or radical: spontaneous breakthroughs can 

cause the replacement of old paradigms with new ones, henceforth constraining the 

scientists involved in a different set of contexts. Each selective layer builds upon 

lower-order ones, but instabilities at the bottom may shake the firmaments spanned by 

the communication at the top-level of paradigms. 

Two different dynamics result from the interactions among the selection 

environments: top-down codification and bottom-up diffusion (Figure 3). Variation 

provided by new knowledge claims is diffused over time. From the perspective of 

hindsight and on top of the process of publishing, the reflexive selection of knowledge 

already incorporated in the scientific literature and anchored in terms of references, 
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provides meaning to the texts. Codification, operating through the selection of already 

stabilized knowledge claims, preserves the memory of the system by reproducing the 

existing knowledge structure. Codification can be operationalized in the literary 

model in terms of references and citations, and the development of specific jargons 

(e.g., co-occurrences of words and references) in specialties.  

a) bottom-up diffusion of the variation 
 
          1st text (q1,...,q30)  
          2nd text (q1,...,q30)  
 text (p1,...,p30) at time t 
 
          N-th text (q1,...,q30) 
 
               
       Population at time t+1…t+5 (size=N) 
(b) top-down codification against the axis of time 
 
 
   1st text (q1,...,q30)  
   2nd text (q1,...,q30)  
        text (p1,...,p30) at time t 
 
   N-th text (q1,...,q30) 
     
 
   Population at time t-1…t-5 (size=N) 

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the analysis of diffusion versus codification  
 (Source: Frenken & Leydedorff, 2000, at p. 336)  

 

3.2. Specialization and self-organization 
 

Mutual shaping in co-evolutions between each two of the three selection 

mechanisms reinforces the specificity of selections. For example, connections 

between traditionally unconnected clusters of publications can result in a new 

specialty (Chen, 2009). However, the axis for codification in the communication is 

not pre-determined in a system of reflexive communications, and the reflected 

structures remain uncertain expectations. Using this degree of freedom, differentiation 

among the codes of communication allows for processing more complexity (Simon, 

1973). The differentiated sub-systems can be expected to self-organize their further 

developments, increasingly using their own codes and criteria for the selection 

process as they further develop.  
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Networks of scientific publications exhibit a structure in which disciplinary 

differences are emergent properties of the networks. When these properties can be 

reproduced over time, they can also be considered as the latent dimensions of 

intellectual organization. Change is carried by both the diffusion of literature along 

trajectories, and the differentiation in the intellectual dimension. However, one can 

expect the two selection processes—the stabilizing one and the globalizing one—to 

occur concurrently. To the extent that their interactions are harmonic, scientific 

discourse can be expected to proceed in terms of proliferating new communications 

(Smolensky, 1986). 

As systems gain in complexity, increasing codification along different axes 

tends to result in internal differentiation. This makes the system more “viable” 

because more variety can be processed and controlled (Ashby, 1958; Beer, 1984). 

Nowadays, “oxygen” has become a relevant subject in a number of specialties. For 

example, oxygen can be studied as an atom, as a molecule, or in terms of its metabolic 

functions. Retention mechanisms in the fluxes of communication provide the different 

discourses with memory of contexts. Previous communications, for example, are 

stored in libraries and archives. In a diversifying system of communicative 

interactions, this memory of the system can be expected to remain distributed and 

therefore in transition. Control is exercised by symbolically generalized criteria that 

can be made explicit as necessary. 

This process of specialization can be considered as a consequence of scientific 

communication itself. The subsystems do not remain hierarchically nested—although 

they originate historically from predecessors—but evolve in orthogonal directions as 

they gain in autonomy because of their increasingly autopoietic operations in terms of 

specific codes and criteria. Differentiation is the result of the continuous codification 

of new communication by which previously existing structures can be rewritten into 

various depths as new knowledge is developed. Whereas participants, policy makers, 

and research managers can only influence the (institutional and human) conditions of 

the substantive communications (Spiegel-Rösing, 1973), discursive knowledge results 

from the interactive dynamics of groupings of texts at the network level. As in the 

social network, the latent dimensions of networks of communication can be expected 

to structure the manifest relations. At each moment, the relations between observable 

variables (vectors) and the latent dimensions (eigenvectors) can be analyzed in terms 
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of network statistics. Over time, one can use probabilistic entropy for the 

decomposition (Leydesdorff, 1995; Theil, 1972). 

The networks provide only the retention mechanisms of a more complex 

dynamic which evolves from the flows of communication in the orthogonal dimension 

of intellectual organization. This intellectual organization self-organizes as systems of 

codified expectations and this emerging structure can be reconstructed reflexively. 

The reflexive specifications are needed for explaining groupings along intellectual 

lines in the observable phenomena. For example, one can raise the question why 

journals can be clustered in maps of science. Intellectual self-organization operates as 

an independent variable and structures the variation in aggregated networks of 

journal–journal citations. This socio-cognitive structuration can be operationalized in 

terms of the eigenvectors of the matrix. Analytically, one is able to distinguish 

between the dynamics of vectors and eigenvectors, and thus to enrich the explanation. 

3.3. Configurational information 
 

The second law of thermodynamics states that the entropy of an isolated 

system which is not in equilibrium will tend to increase over time, approaching a 

maximum value at equilibrium. However, uncertainty is reduced when the structuring 

of the variation adds to the redundancy. Differentiation and self-organization structure 

the variation into subsets. A structured system can process more uncertainty; the 

maximum entropy of the undifferentiated system can be multiplied with the cognitive 

categories as another dimension of the probability distributions (Brooks & Wiley, 

1986; Leydesdorff, 1997a). The proliferation of intellectual categories because of the 

differentiation among the sciences thus expands the maximum entropy of the system. 

When the cognitive, textual, and social layers are conceptualized as 

horizontally super-imposed layers in a hierarchy like in Figure 2, the complexity 

cannot yet be unfolded; one needs a model of mutually interdependent and mutually 

shaping dimensions in a “triple helix” of cognitive, social, and discursive 

subdynamics. 
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Figure 4 provides a static representation of this triple-helix model. The three 

layers in Figure 2 are now unfolded as three dimensions. Dynamically, theories, 

scholars, and texts are mutually dependent; the cognitive, textual, and social 

dimensions involved in the co-production of scientific knowledge can be expected to 

interact as spirals. The recursive development in each dimension is reflected in each 

of the other two subdynamics. Scholars and institutions in the social dimension, for 

example, recombine texts and cognitions with other social resources such as funding, 

instruments, and research materials. Authors and institutions are represented in texts 

which select from theoretical contexts. Similarly, the networks of authors and texts 

are reflected in an intellectual organization that remains emergent as a structure of 

expectations. 

Despite its intangible character, the intellectual reflection can be expected to 

feed back in a next round on the previous configuration by enabling and constraining 

new configurations. The retention of this intellectual structure in the networks can be 

measured on the basis of the assumption that categories in the cognitive dimension 

operate within the system and thus leave traces. The evolving structures are 

reflexively accessible while they are instantiated in the historically observable 
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Figure 4. Three interacting dimensions of the scientific enterprise. 
Source: Leydesdorff, 1995, at p. 3.  
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configurations albeit to variable extents. The networks function as the retention 

mechanism for the further development in the intellectual dimension. 

The trade-off between evolutionary self-organization among the fluxes of 

communication through the networks and the historical retention and organization in 

the networks remains an empirical question. The reflexive operation in the cognitive 

dimension is not directly accessible to measurement, but it can be inferred because it 

co-constructs the configuration. A configuration is more than the sum of its parts, and 

this surplus value can be measured as “configurational information” (Abramson, 

1963; Jakulin & Bratko, 2004; Leydesdorff, 2008; McGill, 1954; Ulanowicz, 1997; 

Yeung, 2008). The measure of this configurational information μ* (Yeung, 2008, pp. 

51 ff) captures the possibilities of progression and/or stagnation in the intellectual 

dimension as a plus or minus sign of the resulting uncertainty: 

  

 xyzyzxzxyzyxxyz HHHHHHH*  (1) 

 

Each of the terms in this formula represents a (Shannon) entropy: 

xxxx ppH 2log , xyxyxyxy ppH 2log , etc, where px represents the 

probability distribution of attribute x and pxy the probability distribution of attributes x 

and y combined.4 The resulting value of the information measure * can be positive or 

negative depending on the relative weights of the interactions among the various 

uncertainties.5  

Negative configurational information indicates a reduction of the uncertainty 

prevailing at the level of the configuration or, in other words, structuration (Giddens, 

1979). This reduction of uncertainty cannot be attributed to one of the composing 

subdynamics, but is a result of their interactions which shape the configuration. One 

can also consider this as a synergy at the systems level, which cannot be localized 

within the system because it is a result of a configuration. The configuration at each 

moment of time is a balanced outcome of the trade-off between the differentiated 

fluxes of communication and retention of this intellectual feedback in networks of 

communication. 

                                                 
4 In the case of publications, these could be the distribution of title words, cited references, author 
names, institutional addresses, etc. 
5 Krippendorff (2008, at p. 200) argues that * cannot be considered as a probabilistic entropy because 
of potentially circular relationships in the configuration (Lucio-Arias & Leydesdorff, 2009b). 
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By measuring the configurational information as a potential source of negative 

entropy, one is able to show how the—otherwise intangible—intellectual organization 

of a document set structures its textual dimension. Note that configurational 

information provides one method among other possible ones. For example, Sun and 

Negishi (2008) showed in a recent communication that similar results could be 

obtained by using partial correlation analysis among three sources of variance (McGill 

& Quastler, 1955). 

3.4. Interactions with other social systems 

The communication of scientific results in publications is a process of discrete 

events. However, the eigenvectors in the networks of relations and, analogously, the 

eigenfrequencies in the relations among events provide continuous coordinates that 

shape a hypothesized system. Through this continuous operation of shaping and 

reshaping, a system of scientific knowledge production emerges which remains 

dependent for its continuation on the very operations that generate the system. 

Therefore, the boundaries of the system are also based on the micro-operations. Since 

these micro-operations are distributed in a system of micro-operations, the boundaries 

of the system are uncertain. A model based on scientific literature as a composite 

operation of publishing enables us to specify uncertainty in how the science system 

autopoietically shapes its structure, boundaries, and possible openings for couplings 

with other networks such as national systems of innovation, markets, etc. 

Differentiated communication systems serve the reproduction of complexity in 

a pluriform society because they allow for a variety of social functions to operate 

concurrently and in interaction with one another (Luhmann, 1995). However, 

scientific discourse is only one of the modern coordination mechanisms; economic 

wealth generation is another. The operation of the system of science results 

specifically in the production and validation of scientific knowledge and novelty. 

Knowledge-based innovations are based on interactions between this system of 

scientific knowledge production and the market as another coordination mechanism. 

The boundaries of a self-organizing (sub-)system are produced and reproduced 

by specifically coded operations. A patent, for example, can be considered as a 

valuable asset from an economic perspective, while it is an output of the knowledge 

production system. Although operationally closed in terms of their respective 

selection criteria, the interactions provide windows of opportunity with specific 
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constraints and benefits. The couplings among scientific knowledge production, 

economic exchange mechanisms, and political (e.g., national) control provide rich 

domains for empirical research (Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff, 2000; Leydesdorff & Sun, 

2009). 

4. Conclusions and discussion 

Popper’s ([1935] 1959) philosophical distinction between a context of 

discovery and a context of justification did not appreciate that these contexts are 

mediated by texts in a process of validation with its own dynamics. In his study 

entitled The Intellectual and Social Organization of the Sciences, Whitley (1984) 

operationalized the relations between the intellectual and social dimensions in 

organization-theoretical terms when he characterized the sciences as systems of 

organized knowledge production and control. In our opinion, knowledge production 

in the context of discovery indeed can be considered as organized. Self-organization 

in the intellectual dimension, however, stands orthogonal to the institutional 

conditions: intellectual organization emerges within the reflexive layer of scientific 

communications and feeds back in a next-order dynamic. 

The scientific communications can be considered as organized in a second-

order dynamic on top of a first-order dynamic among historical agents and their 

organizations. The texts can be attributed to authors and organizations, but the codes 

of communications can only be attributed to texts. The emerging top-down arrow of 

control can be expected to constrain the bottom-up arrow of the construction. This 

feedback is reinforced by the reflexivity in the communicative operation. In the self-

organization model the intellectual control centers are no longer organized; one 

cannot expect a single center of control among the flows of communication. Thus, 

differentiation can be expected to prevail more than integration. 

Three selection mechanisms were specified as operating in this process upon 

one another: (i) the instantaneous positioning of a publication in the network in terms 

of its (e.g., citation) relations with other texts, (ii) the positioning of this publication in 

relation to other publications along the time axis, and (iii) the expected re-positioning 

and rewriting of the knowledge content of the paper in the further process of the 

developing discursive knowledge. The three selections correspond with the three 

contexts: the first selection is performed by the author when constructing the paper as 

an output in the context of discovery, the second by textual processes such as peer-
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review organized at the journal level, and the third incorporates the intellectual 

feedback into the non-linear dynamics of this complex process. Thus, other contexts 

are invoked to perform these selections.6 

From an information–theoretical perspective, the focus is not on the single 

case, but on the changes in the distributions. The three contexts can be operationalized 

as uncertainty contained in the distributions in different dimensions. Thus, the 

selective structures are not reified (Giddens, 1979), but can be specified as 

uncertainties (Leydesdorff, 1993, 1995). Structures at each moment of time can be 

operationalized as the dimensions or eigenvectors of the matrices which represent the 

graph–theoretical networks. The eigenvectors provide the coordinates of a space in 

which the variation is spanned at each moment of time. The historical dimension adds 

the notion of a trajectory in a three-dimensional array. The reflexive operation thirdly 

enables this system to reconstruct itself from the perspective of hindsight, for 

example, by providing references in new publications to previous literature. 

Publications can function as the micro-operators of this self-organization 

because they contain the elements of these three selection environments: each 

publication is (i) positioned in a codified network of communications because 

relations are formalized; (ii) follows up on previous publications along trajectories; 

and (iii) redefines the intellectual context from an original perspective. By being 

linked up to the literature, the micro-operation takes part in distributions of micro-

operations in the three relevant dimensions: in relation to other publications, previous 

publications, and in terms of participation in the reflexive reconstructions. The 

distributions operate in terms of uncertainty which can be measured in terms of 

probabilistic entropy. The mutual information among three dimensions then provides 

us with a measure for the self-organization when negative entropy is endogenously 

produced. 

By considering publishing as the autopoietic operation of the science system, 

one can operationalize the dynamics between the context of justification and the 

context of discovery as a measurable process. From this perspective, the publications 

and their recursive interactions also shape the boundaries of the operational system. 

Both analysts and participating scholars can only reconstruct these constructs 

reflexively because they contain uncertainty. Practicing scientists, for example, have 
                                                 
6 Maturana, Varela, and Luhmann use the term “structural coupling” for this coupling to the relevant 
environments.  
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to construct (perhaps intuitively) a model of their specialty when making an 

assessment of where and how to publish a new knowledge claim. 

A model based on scientific literature enables us to specify these emergent 

systems, their structures, their boundaries, and their couplings with other socially 

relevant networks (e.g., markets) in terms of uncertainties in relevant distributions. 

The literary model thus provides us with an empirical turn to address questions that 

were previously debated in terms of the philosophy of science and/or the sociology of 

scientific knowledge. In both latter traditions, texts were mainly analyzed 

qualitatively, as attributes of either scholars or cognitions. Our focus on the discursive 

dimension as the driver of scientific progress, however, allows us to analyze both 

people and cognitions in their contexts. 



 

 

Chapter 3. Knowledge Emergence in Scientific Communication: 
From “Fullerenes” to “Nanotubes” * 
 

Abstract 

This article explores the emergence of knowledge from scientific discoveries and their 

effects on the structure of scientific communication. Network analysis is applied to 

understand this emergence institutionally as changes in the journals; semantically, as 

changes in the codification of meaning in terms of words; and cognitively as the new 

knowledge becomes the emergent foundation of further developments. The discovery 

of fullerenes in 1985 is analyzed as the scientific discovery that triggered a process 

which led to research in nanotubes. 

1. Introduction 

New frontiers of scientific research provide us with one of the best 

environments to explore the process of knowledge production from the perspective of 

scientific communication and its diffusion to other societal domains. This paper 

addresses questions such as how existing knowledge converges into new discoveries, 

how these discoveries are transmitted through scientific communication, and how they 

become knowledge (meaningful information) that gives way to new scientific 

developments and discoveries. Time-dependent analysis is required to understand this 

transition from information to meaningful information to knowledge. 

Development of nanoscale research and the attention it has captured due to its 

potential applications and implications suggest a case for the study of the dynamics 

inherent to the emergence and consolidation of research fronts. In nanoscience, fields 

of research like chemistry, physics, computer science, and biology, merge in the study 

of nanometer7 scale structures (equivalent in size to materials in the range from 

hundreds to tens of nanometers in size) and their properties. 

Although research at the nanoscale can be dated back to the 19th century with 

the appearance of colloidal and surface science, it was not until the invention of high 

                                                 
* This chapter has been published as: Lucio-Arias, D., & Leydesdorff, L. (2007). Knowledge 
emergence in scientific communication: from “fullerenes” to “nanotubes”. Scientometrics, 70(3), 603-
632. 
7 Nanometer = 10-9meters = a billionth of a meter
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resolution electron microscopes, particularly the Scanning Tunneling Microscope, that 

research at this level could be subject of scientometric study because a field could 

increasingly be distinguished. In 1997 the rate of growth of scientific journal papers 

with the prefix “nano” in their titles was exponentially doubling over time (Braun, 

Schubert, & Zsindeley, 1997; Meyer & Persson, 1998). Increased attention of science 

and technology policies for “nano” since 2000 encouraged the continuity of this 

exponential growth (Schummer, 2004). Scientometric studies of the field have grown 

accordingly.  

In this study, the focus will be on research in “fullerenes” and the fullerene-

like structures “nanotubes”. This field of research originated after the discovery of 

fullerenes in 1985 from the study of properties of carbon molecules, especially the C60 

molecule. Research about “fullerenes” can be recognized as a significant research 

front of nanoscience, having developed its own terminology beyond the usage of the 

prefix “nano” (Schummer, 2004). A series of events can be placed along the 

“evolution” of this research front: a Nobel Prize was awarded for the discovery of 

fullerene in 1996; the first issue of the journal Fullerene Science and Technology was 

published in 1993; the change of the name of this journal in 2002 to Fullerenes, 

Nanotubes, and Carbon Nanostructures; and the discovery in 1991 of cylindrical one-

dimensional fullerenes, later named carbon nanotubes, with potential uses in very 

diverse areas such as disease treatment, computer memory, methods of drug delivery, 

cosmetics, alternative uses of energy, etc. 

2. On scientific communication 

New knowledge can be considered as codification of communication that 

disrupts the state of the art of existing knowledge. In this paper, emphasis on scientific 

communication will be made to track emergence of knowledge generated from new 

scientific discoveries. By concentrating on scientific texts knowledge production can 

be made the subject of measurement considering the organizational, textual and 

cognitive dimensions of scientific developments (Leydesdorff, 1995). Knowledge 

production is structurally coupled to the circulation of texts (Fujigaki, 1998a). These 

texts are: (a) institutionally arranged in scientific journals produced by individuals 

affiliated to institutions and organizations, (b) semantically structured to carry 

meaning, and (c) cognitively associated to the existing body of knowledge through 

links formed by citations (ibid.). 
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Producing and publishing scientific texts is one of the main activities of 

scientists. Peer reviewing of produced texts before accepting them for publishing 

validates the scientists’ work. Issues related to money allocation, prestige, and a 

scientist’s field of work can also be defined in relation to the output of publications. 

Through publishing, scientists select validated knowledge and differentiate their own 

results and conclusions to submit them for further validation. This is a continuous 

process triggered by its own self-referentiality as a process. The recursive process of 

selections and codifications carries the development of knowledge (Fujigaki, 1998a). 

Journals aggregate validated scientific knowledge represented in texts. 

Journals can be constituted where the codes of communication that the scientists use 

for communicating their results can be stabilized (Leydesdorff, 2007b). These codes 

are further differentiated and respond to characteristics such as field or topic 

specificity, country or language. Aggregation of these differentiated codes of 

communication forms the journal space. One can expect that the differentiation can 

only be reproduced if it is also functional for the further development of knowledge.  

Different journals are related in the journal space through a network of cited 

and citing relations. New discoveries generate new meaning that can irritate and 

change this network. These changes may imply the emergence of a new scientific 

journal that specializes in the communication generated by the discovery and its 

consequent knowledge or—if less fundamental—it can be absorbed in existing 

structures. 

Variation generated by new discoveries can be measured through a change in 

the state of relations in the journal space. However, because knowledge is a semantic 

(and social) construct, variation from new discoveries can also be measured in relation 

to changes in the semantic representation of the social construction of knowledge.  

Knowledge emerges semantically in a network of relations among words 

selected to carry meaning (Leydesdorff & Hellsten, 2005). This process of selection 

generates a network-structure of co-words where the position of the words is defined 

by the presence and absence of relations among them (Hesse, 1980; Burt, 1982). 

Thus, meaning and knowledge are intrinsic characteristics of the network: while 

meaning is easily measurable in the specific configuration of the network, knowledge 

requires a further analysis considering the time axis. Knowledge is a further 

codification of meaning. Meaning is information which is already codified. 
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These codifications depend on the purpose of the communication; meaning 

can be asymmetrically codified across domains. These asymmetries are caused by the 

different interpretations of meaning carried by words and co-occurrences of words 

across domains (Leydesdorff & Hellsten, 2005). In this study, the emergence of 

knowledge originating from a discovery will be considered as: (a) variation in the 

codes of scientific communication, (b) variation in the semantic structure of 

knowledge representations at different moments in time, and (c) further codification 

of the potentially serendipitous8 discovery from previously constructed knowledge. 

An analysis of the codification in patents will be briefly presented as an expansion 

into knowledge-based applications assuming that these are a consequence of the 

knowledge constructed through scientific communications.  

Our interest particularly resides in the question of how the codification of 

meaning changes with time resulting in changes in the communication structures and 

how different meaning codifications outlay the emergence of new knowledge that 

builds on but differentiates from the existing body of knowledge.  

3. Methodology 

 To understand structural changes derived from the emergence of new knowledge 

we use methods from network analysis at various levels: (a) to track changes in the 

network of relations of journals, (b) to measure changes of meaning through changes 

in the relations of words at different times and in different domains (patents), and (c) 

to understand the construction of knowledge as a process of selecting and 

differentiating from previous knowledge.  

3.1 Journals 

 The journal space (that is, the aggregation of publications in scientific journals) 

defines a cognitive structure that differs from other journal spaces and contextualizes 

papers belonging to it (Cozzens, 1985). Network analysis allows us to pinpoint 

journal spaces by assuming that the citation relations are cognitive relations as well 

(Amsterdamska & Leydesdorff, 1989). A journal space is composed of journals that 

have citation relations between them. 

                                                 
8 Carbon nanotubes were discovered by Sumio Iijima, who refers to this finding as a serendipitous 
result of research in fullerenes.
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 Definition of the journal space allows limiting the environment of a specific 

journal identifying the journals from which it “feeds”. The delineation of the 

environment of a journal is a relational problem that will be addressed considering the 

relevant environment in the overall database of citations taken from the Journal 

Citation Reports of the Science Citation Index. The mapping can be complemented 

with a factor analysis approach in order to outlay the position of the journal in a 

network of relations and its underlying dimensions (Leydesdorff & Cozzens, 1993). 

For the special case of fullerenes research, the appearance of the journal 

Fullerene Science and Technology can be considered as an important breakthrough, 

since the journal specialized in scientific communication related to fullerene issues. 

The journal’s environment was delineated by considering all citations to and from this 

journal. The citation environment of this journal will be studied for the years 1996 

(the first year in which it appeared in the Journal Citation Reports) and 2004 in order 

to consider changes in the construction of boundaries. 

Normalization using the cosine as proposed by Salton & McGill (1983) will be 

applied to the journals environment defined by the matrix of citation relations. 

Visualizations are optimized using the algorithm of Kamada & Kawai (1989). 

3.2 Codification of meaning in time and space 

The study of scientific developments through the network of relations among 

words in texts has already been proposed by Hesse (1980) and Callon, Law, & Rip 

(1986). In actor network theory, the strength of the relations of co-words depends on 

the network of associations that form its context (Teil & Latour, 1995). The semantic 

maps in this study, however, are not derived from the relations between two specific 

words but among any number of words in a set of titles. For this, the asymmetric 

matrix of words versus the retrieved titles of documents was used. The relations were 

normalized using the cosine among word vectors as proposed by Salton & McGill 

(1983). This provides us with spatial representations of how words are positioned in 

relation to other words. 

Two different sources of information were considered to track changes of 

meaning in domains: the Science Citation Index (SCI) as available in the so-called 

Web of Science (at http://scientific.thomson.com/products/wos/); and the patents 

search facility made available by the United States Patent Office (USPTO) 

(http://www.uspto.gov/patft/). In both databases, records that matched the criteria 
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“fullerene” (or “fullerenes”) and “nanotube” (or “nanotubes”) as title words were 

retrieved until and including 2005. 

The study of the influence of time in the codification of meaning is explored 

only for scientific communication (i.e., the SCI) because the sets retrieved from the 

USPTO are too small for this purpose. Given that time is not relevant if it is not 

related to a series of events that may introduce variation to the codification of 

meaning, the number of published documents was considered as the clock-time. 

Initially, the analysis was made with pragmatic cut-offs for every 1,000 documents, 

but for the purpose of this paper, three different moments for each set were selected 

with equal distances in terms of numbers of events, that is, each 2,563 documents in 

the case of fullerene(s), and 3,224 documents in the case of nanotubes(s).  

The asymmetric matrix of words versus titles was obtained using TI.exe 

(at:http://www.leydesdorff.net/software.htm) that generates a word-occurrence matrix, 

and a normalized co-occurrence matrix from a set of titles and a word list. The 

matrices were then read using the software package for network analysis PAJEK (at: 

http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/pajek/). All the visualizations will be based on 

the algorithm of Kamada & Kawai (1989), present in PAJEK. For the sets retrieved 

from the SCI only words that occur more than 20 times, will be considered and the 

cosine is set at > 0.2 in order to optimize the visualizations. For the case of the patents 

titles, all words occurring more than two times are used and the visualizations are 

optimized using only the cosine-normalized relations stronger than 0.3.  

3.3 Citations 

In this paper we use citation analysis to delineate the environment of a journal, 

as explained previously. Citations inside the set of documents retrieved are also 

interesting as they can be used to track the history of the development of knowledge 

embedded in them. 

Citation relations do not always represent the scientist’s use of results 

previously achieved. Nevertheless, through citations scientists link their work to the 

existing literature generating a network structure that can be used to re-write the 

history of scientific developments (Garfield, 1973). 

Citation behaviors distinguish two different types of scientific literature: 

classic literature that have high citation rates independently of their age; and transient 

literature that becomes obsolete short after their publication and looses citing 
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importance (Chen, 2006). In the first case, the literature belongs to the validated 

knowledge-base while the second type of literature is typical of the rapidly changing 

dynamics of the research fronts (ibid.). 

For analyzing the citing relations inside our set of documents, the software 

package HistCite™ (http://www.histcite.com/) was used. HistCite allows to build 

citation histographs considering the retrieved documents from the SCI. The 

documents are represented by nodes, displayed historically and their size depends on 

the amount of citations it gets inside the set. 

4. Results 

For the case of fullerene, a search in the SCI retrieved 7,696 documents with 

“fullerene(s)” in their titles. The first document of the set was published in Nature by 

Harold W. Kroto, one of the three scientists awarded with the Nobel Prize for the 

discovery of fullerenes in 1996. This document was titled: “The Stability of the 

Fullerenes C-24, C-28, C-32, C-36, C-50, C-60 and C-70” (Kroto, 1987). Of the total 

set of documents, 84% were articles, 5% meeting abstracts, and 11% either reviews, 

letters, notes or editorial matter. For the second case, 9,672 documents were 

downloaded from the SCI with “nanotube(s)” in their title; 87% of them were 

scientific articles. The earliest document was entitled “Large Scale Synthesis of 

Carbon Nanotubes” (Ebbesen & Ajayan, 1992) and published in Nature.  

The evolution of research in fullerenes is depicted in Figure 1 as the annual 

growth of documents having “fullerene(s)” or “nanotube(s)” as words in their titles. 

Notable events such as the emergence of the journal, the Nobel Prize awarded to 

Harold W. Kroto, Richard E. Smalley and Robert F. Curl Jr. for the discovery of 

fullerenes, and the discovery of the one-dimensional fullerenes, that were named 

carbon nanotubes, are also represented in this figure. 
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Figure 1. Number of documents in the SCI with “fullerene” and “nanotube”   

in their titles over time 
  

4.1 Journal differentiation 

 The system of scientific communication is highly differentiated; it achieves 

organization through the functional differentiation of journals that allow the 

communication of more complexity (Cozzens & Leydesdorff, 1993). Journals are 

positioned in the journal space in accordance to the relations they have with other 

journals; this positioning allows the delineation of scientific specialties as clusters of 

scientific journals. New discoveries produce variation that disrupts the organization of 

scientific communication. For example, the emergence of a new journal can respond 

to specialization of the communication because of the emergence of new research 

fronts. 

 Although for both sets of documents—those retrieved with “fullerene(s)” and 

those with “nanotube(s)” in their title—the distribution in traditional chemistry and 

physics journals is similar to those found in other studies about nanoscience research 

(Meyer & Persson, 1998), a significant number of the documents containing 

“fullerene(s)” in their title words is published in Fullerene, Science and Technology. 

In Figure 2, the distribution of the journals publishing the 9,769 documents retrieved 

for “fullerene(s)” in their title is shown. Although Chemical Physics Letter published 

more documents, the share of fullerene-related articles in each journal is highest for 

Fullerene, Science and Technology (72% of the total number of articles). 
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Figure 2. Distribution of fullerene-related documents in journals, 1987-2005  

 
 Fullerene, Science and Technology changed its name in 2002 into Fullerene, 

Nanotubes and Carbon Nanostructures. This journal has published 840 documents of 

which 92% are classified as scientific articles.  
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In Figure 3, the evolution of the number of documents published in the journal is 

shown. Although it is not a high number of documents and, as will be seen further, it 

is not highly-cited, the constitution of the journal can be considered as very important 

in the organization of communication in the field. Further analysis of the journal’s 

contents and authors could give more insight on the importance of the emergence of 

the journal as self-organization of the communication in the nano-field. 

 
Two different network approaches can be applied to the position of a journal in a 

set of citations to other journals. The first analysis uses the cited journals to 

understand the position of a specific journal among a series of established cognitive 

structures. For this specific case, an analysis of the journals cited in Fullerene, 

Science and Technology is first presented for 1996, the year in which the journal 

appears for the first time in the Journal Citation Reports. This result is analyzed 

similarly to the environment for the year 2004 in order to illustrate changes in its 

boundaries ten years after its constitution. The second analysis uses the other journals 

citing Fullerene Nanotubes and Carbon Nanostructures for the year 2004 when the 

definition of the journal’s boundaries is already set. 

For the year 1996, the matrix representing the citation environment of Fullerene, 

Science and Technology consisted of 18 cited journals. The factor analysis of this 

citation environment is shown in Table 1.  
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Figure 3. Number of documents in the journal Fullerene, Science and Technology
(since 2002: Fullerene, Nanotube and Carbon Nanostructures 
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Rotated Component Matrix(a) 

Component  
 1 2 3 4 

PHYS REV B .948     
SOLID STATE COMMUN .947     
APPL PHYS A-MATER .879  -.102 .113 
JPN J APPL PHYS .308 -.241 -.180 .284 
CARCINOGENESIS -.210 -.188 -.105 .167 
CHEM PHYS LETT  .920    
J PHYS CHEM-US  .906  .105 
INT J QUANTUM CHEM  .814    
CROAT CHEM ACTA -.172 .284    
B SOC CHIM BELG   .899   
J ORG CHEM   .876   
FULLERENE SCI TECHN  -.116 -.119 -.806 
TRANSIT METAL CHEM    -.664 
J CRYST GROWTH  -.253 -.151 .349 
J ELECTROANAL CHEM -.151 .227  .266 
SYNTHETIC MET .219 .113  .251 
J PHYS B-AT MOL OPT   -.174 -.219 
CHEM VAPOR DEPOS -.191  -.129 .206 
       Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.  
       Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 
       aRotation converged in 6 iterations. 

Table 1. Factor structure among 18 journals citing Fullerene, Science 
and Technology in 1996 

 
Table 1 shows the organization of the 18 journals which cite Fullerene, 

Science and Technology in 1996, in four dimensions explaining 49.2% of the 

variance. The first three components are physics, physical chemistry, and organic 

chemistry. Fullerene, Science and Technology has low or negative loadings on these 

factors, but leads a fourth factor as a separate grouping. Transition Metal Chemistry is 

also attributed to this group. In Figure 4, the citation environment just discussed with 

a factor analytical approach is visualized.   
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Figure 4. Eighteen journals citing Fullerene, Science and Technology in 1996  

(cosine  0.2)  
 

The same exercise was repeated for 2004 in order to illustrate possible 

changes in the disciplinary foundations of fullerene-related research. In 2004, 

Fullerene, Nanotubes and Carbon Nanostructures is cited by only 14 other journals.  

In 2004, four factors explain 52.4% of the variance in the matrix. The physics 

environment has disappeared. Fullerene, Nanotubes and Carbon Nanostructures 

forms a fourth factor with the journal Carbon. It is worth considering that from 2001 

to 2003 the total number of documents published in the journal revealed a strong 

descent (see Figure 3) that influence the overall cited environment of the journal.  
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Rotated Component Matrix(a) 
Component 

 1 2 3 4 
CHEM PHYS LETT .900  
CHEM PHYS .876 -.110  
PHYS CHEM CHEM PHYS .826  
J PHYS CHEM B .805 .163  
TETRAHEDRON -.144 .762 .118 -.116 
J FLUORINE CHEM -.180 .640 -.207 .116 
ANGEW CHEM INT EDIT .551 .367 -.324 
RUSS J INORG CHEM+ -.265 -.307 .162  
RADIAT PHYS CHEM -.135 -.604 -.140 
POLYHEDRON -.221 -.230 .603 -.107 
J MATER CHEM .390 .499  
ORIGINS LIFE EVOL B -.180 -.244 -.179 -.666 
FULLER NANOTUB CAR N -.202 .566 
CARBON .523 
     Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

                    Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 
         aRotation converged in 6 iterations 

Table 2. Factor structure among 14 journals citing Fullerene, Nanotubes and 
Carbon Nanostructures in 2004  

. 
Figure 5 visualizes the citation environment that was factor analyzed in Table 

2 on the basis of the cosine as the similarity measure. This visualization shows that a 

strong component of the graph is formed by six journals in the field of physical 

chemistry and materials chemistry. Fullerene, Nanotubes and Carbon Nanostructures 

is one of these six journals.  

 
Figure 5. Fourteen journals citing Fullerene, Nanotubes and  

Carbon Nanostructures, 2004 (cosine  0.2) 
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 It is also important to consider how authors in the journal Fullerene, Nanotubes 

and Carbon Nanostructures see the environments when citing other journals. The 

previous exercise for the journals citing Fullerenes Nanotubes and Carbon 

Nanostructures was also done for the journals cited by it in 2004. These are 95 

journals. Fifteen journal are cited to the extent of more than one percent of the total 

number of 1,122 references provided by 104 articles published in this journal in 2004 

(He & Pao, 1986; Leydesdorff & Cozzens, 1993).  

Table 3 shows that for 2004, the 15 journals cited by Fullerenes Nanotubes 

and Carbon Nanostructures organized in four dimensions. These four dimensions 

explain 75.7% of the variance. The “self-”references within the journal correlate 

highly with the references to papers in Chemical Physics Letters and Carbon. These 

three journals load on a third factor which explains 13.2% of the variance. Unlike the 

relevant citation environment, authors publishing in these journals relate to a physics 

factor (17.1%) which is the second one when compared with a chemistry factor 

(35.8%).  

Rotated Component Matrix(a) 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.   
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 

   a Rotation converged in 6 iterations 
Table 3. Factor structure among 15 journals cited by Fullerene, 

Nanotubes and Carbon Nanostructures, 2004 
 

Nature and Science, with a high load in the fourth component, can be 

considered as multidisciplinary; their appearance in the citation environment of 

Component 
 1 2 3 4 

CHEM COMMUN .912 -.204    
J AM CHEM SOC .888  .273   
J ORG CHEM .872 -.176 -.115 -.172 
ANGEW CHEM INT EDIT .816 -.158    
RUSS CHEM B+ .787 -.252  -.210 
TETRAHEDRON LETT .756 -.192 -.264 -.208 
PHYS REV B -.119 .892 .246   
PHYS REV LETT -.114 .788 .193 .184 
PHYS SOLID STATE+ -.241 .776  -.170 
APPL PHYS LETT -.221 .528    
FULLER NANOTUB CAR N  .197 .931   
CHEM PHYS LETT .136 .214 .846   
CARBON -.431 -.251 .486   
SCIENCE    .959 
NATURE -.105   .941 
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Fullerene, Nanotubes and Carbon Nanostructures might be explained by the diffusion 

of new discoveries in multidisciplinary journals aimed at a broader audience. We shall 

see below that the articles which are most cited in this field appear in Science and 

Nature. 

 

 
Figure 6. Fifteen journals cited within articles in Fullerene, Nanotubes and 

Carbon Nanostructures in 2004 (cosine  0.2)  
 

4.2 Codification of meaning in time and space  

Until now, the emergence of knowledge has been conceptualized in terms of 

variation in the structure of the journal space. New discoveries disrupt the network 

structure communicating scientific developments. In the following section, the 

evolution of the term “fullerene” will be analyzed considering semantic changes that 

occur in time and in a different domain that the one represented by scientific 

communication. 

Nanotubes are fullerene-like structures. They were discovered in 1991. The 

fact that nanotubes have more potential applications than fullerenes may explain the 

exponential growth of documents with the word “nanotube” in their titles (Figure 1). 

Because nanotubes are a specific form of fullerenes, research with this focus is related 

to research in fullerenes. Nanotubes discoverer, Sumio Iijima, defined his discovery 
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of nanotubes as serendipitous while researching fullerene carbon structures (Iijima, 

2002b). Research in nanotubes as some specific types of fullerenes made us 

hypothesize that through the codification of the concept of “nanotube” a further 

codification of “fullerene” can be explained. For this reason, fullerene and nanotube 

related documents are both considered. 

 For the case of codification in a different space than the one represented by 

scientific communication, the codification from association of words in the titles of 

the patents of the United States Patents and Trademark Office (www.uspto.gov) was 

analyzed. 

  

4.2.1 Codification in time  

This part of the analysis emphasizes on the effect of time in the codification of 

the concept of fullerene and the posterior feedback-effect of further research in a 

specialized application of fullerenes (nanotubes). Documents with “fullerene(s)” or 

“nanotube(s)” in their titles were retrieved from the SCI. Because time is considered 

in this study as a sequence of events that produce a difference,9 each of the sets was 

divided in three sets with an equal number of consecutively published documents. The 

purpose of this division was to find out how the codification of the concept changes 

and if this change could be observed as a change in the process of producing and 

validating knowledge.  

For every case, only words occurring more than 20 times were considered, and 

the search terms (“fullerene(s)” and “nanotube(s)”) were excluded from the analysis. 

The cosine was used for the normalization. The algorithm of Kamada and Kawai 

(1989) available in the software PAJEK was applied to the visualization of the 

networks with a threshold of cosine  0.2. 

 

 Fullerene documents 

For the set of fullerenes, the division was made into two subsets of 2,565 and 

one of 2,566 documents. The first set, Figure 7, corresponds to documents published 

from 1987 to 1997. A total of 4,645 words occur in the titles of these documents, and 

1,905 occur more than once. For this case 90 words that appeared more than once 

were considered.  
                                                 
9 And not only a variable which may co-vary. For a more detailed explanation of the dynamic analysis 
of network structures: Leydesdorff, 1991b.  
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Figure 7. Cosine map of the first 2,565 titles in fullerene related 

documents.   (cosine > 0.2)  
   

As can be seen from Figure 7, this first set depicts a loose set of nodes with 

very few clusters mostly composed of dyadic relations between words. The carbon 

nanotube, fullerene-like structures that were first spotted in 1991, have a high 

frequency of occurring inside the fullerene-related documents, but their relation 

vanishes when the threshold of the cosine is set at 0.2. In other words, the patterns of 

relations among the title words are not specific. The loose association of words 

illustrates a first stage of research dominated by documents related to the chemistry of 

fullerenes and process associated with the production and synthesis of fullerene-like 

structures. 

For the second set, shown in Figure 8, the documents were published between 

1997 and 2001 and the total number of words in these titles was 5,478 of which 2,238 

happened at least twice. For the analysis, 127 words occurring more than 20 times 

were considered. 
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Figure 8. Cosine map of the second 2,565 titles in fullerene related documents.  

 (cosine > 0.2) 
 

In Figure 8, an increase of the sophistication of the titles could be perceived 

from the denser network of relations among their words. With the threshold set at 

cosine  0.2, although the network is not yet very dense, the number and complexity 

of the clusters increases from the one observed in Figure 7. The carbon-nanotube link 

remains in this second set when the threshold is increased, illustrating a greater 

importance of nanotubes in fullerene-related research than in the earlier documents. It 

is in the period here considered that nanotube related documents start to grow 

exponentially.  

The last set, shown in Figure 9, comprised documents published between 2001 

and 2005; in these titles, 5,102 words appear and 2,165 appeared at least two times. 

The analysis was made with 144 words that appeared more than 20 times in the set.  
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Figure 9. Cosine map of the third 2,566 titles in fullerene related documents  

(cosine > 0.2)  
. 

In Figure 9, the semantic map obtained from the analysis of co-occurrences of 

words in titles exhibits even more sophistication than the previous ones. Some of the 

clusters from the second set of documents remain, but new nodes and clusters appear. 

The dyadic relation between carbon and nanotubes demonstrates that the carbon-

nanotubes as part of fullerene-related research persist from the earlier documents. The 

only permanent strong relation that endures from the first set is the link between 

molecules C70 and C60. This link is associated with the production of high purity 

fullerenes.  

 

Nanotubes documents 

The exercise was repeated for the 9,672 documents retrieved from the SCI for 

the term “nanotube(s)” in their titles. In the three different sets of fullerene-related 

documents shown above, the association between carbon and nanotube was present in 

every set and remained visible using higher thresholds of the cosine (until 0.4) for the 

last two sets. This indicates the importance of carbon nanotubes in fullerene-related 

research. As has been mentioned above, carbon nanotubes can be considered as a 

prolongation of research in fullerenes. The codification of the sets of nanotube-related 
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documents gives insights of further codification of fullerene research when they are 

no longer the central objective but constitutes underlying knowledge.  

For the study of the codification of the concept of “nanotube(s)”, three 

consecutive sets of 3,224 documents were distinguished. The first set (Figure 10) 

corresponds to documents published from 1992 to 2002. A total of 3,704 words occur 

in the titles of these documents, and 1,717 occur more than once. For this case 147 

words that appeared more than 20 times were analyzed. 

 
Figure 10. Cosine map of the first 3,224 titles in nanotube related 
documents  

(cosine > 0.2) 
 

The results of the semantic maps drawn from nanotubes documents agree with 

findings form prior studies concluding that less codification can be the result of 

greater variance produced in larger sets of documents (Hellsten & Leydesdorff, 2005). 

Figure 10 shows this semantic map setting the threshold of the cosine at 0.2 to achieve 

semantic organization. With this threshold, the network looses its original density and 

exposes 23 clear clusters in which “carbon” is shown to have a high relevance in the 

codification of the concept “nanotube”. 

 Figure 11 shows the codification of the second set of titles that corresponds to 

publications from 2002 to 2004. In them, 4,365 words are present and 1,929 appear at 
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least twice. The analysis was made with 170 words that appeared more than 20 times 

in the titles of these documents.   

 
Figure 11. Cosine map of the second 3,224 titles in nanotube related documents 

  
(cosine  0.2) 

Figure 11 and Figure 10 have similar semantic structures. In Figure 11, 

clusters that remain from Figure 10 have less nodes participating in them exhibiting 

less semantic complexity. Carbon still shows a central role in the codification of the 

carbon nanotubes concept. The reason to leave carbon on the analysis relies in the fact 

that it was not part of the search term and because not all the documents10 had carbon 

in their titles.  

The third set (Figure 12) corresponds to documents published between 2004 

and 2005. In their titles, a total of 4,811 words appear at least once and 2,099 at least 

twice. The semantic map is drawn with 169 words that happen more than 20 times. 

                                                 
10 73% of the documents have carbon in their titles.  
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Figure 12. Cosine map of the third 3,224 titles in nanotube related documents 

  
(cosine  0.2) 

 
From Figure 12 it can be concluded that less complexity in the clusters has 

remained in comparison to the first set of documents. Although new clusters appear, 

the network doesn’t display more density as was the case in the evolution of the 

“fullerene” publications. Carbon remains in this third set of documents the core 

clustering term even when setting the threshold of the cosine at higher levels. 

“Fullerene” is present as an important term in the sets retrieved for 

“nanotube(s)”, although its links are not very strong and disappear when increasing 

the threshold of the cosine. It holds different relations throughout the three sets. In the 

first set carbon-fullerenes seems to show the basic relation with fullerene research: 

nanotubes are fullerene-like carbon structures. In the second, fullerene-quantum-

molecules could be more associated to electronic uses; and in the third set, Arc-

carbon-fullerene is related to the method to produce the longest most perfectly formed 

carbon nanotube (Guo, Nikolaev, Rinzler, TomBnek, Colbert, & Smalley, 1995)  
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4.2.2 Codification at different domains (patents) 

Until now, meaning codification has been analyzed in the scientific domain 

giving attention to possible changes through time. But the codification of meaning is 

expected to vary when communication takes place at different domains (Leydesdorff 

& Hellsten, 2005). The processes in each of the domains and their different purposes 

in the use and treatment of knowledge result in different functions and meaning of 

words.  

Information was retrieved from the USPTO (www.uspto.org) for all patent 

applications in the United States that had “fullerene(s)” or “nanotube(s)” in their 

titles.11  

The potential applications of both fullerenes and nanotubes in the development 

of new materials were expected to be evident in the codification of the concepts in the 

titles of these documents. 

 
Figure 13. Number of patent applications in USPTO with “fullerene(s)”  

or “nanotube(s)” in their titles over time 
 

Figure 13 resembles Figure 1 in the tendency of the yearly increase of 

documents. Patents applications for fullerenes started earlier and had a higher growing 

rate in earlier stages. Properties of carbon nanotubes evidenced more potential 

applications than just fullerenes; applications of nanotubes adopted an exponential 

growing rate (as the documents published) while for fullerenes they stabilized with 

time. An early growth of fullerenes-applications, its stabilization and a further ‘boom’ 

in nanotubes-applications can respond to an innovation process characterized by an 

                                                 
11 ttl/fullerene$ ; ttl/nanotube$ 
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early science-push followed by market-push (Schmoch, 1997). What is evident from 

both Figure 1 and Figure 13, is that even though nanotubes is a spin-off effect of 

research in fullerenes, it differentiates from and forms its own research front. For the 

case of patents applications, just 4 documents have both the word nanotubes and 

fullerenes in their title. 

 

 Fullerene patent documents 

For the case of fullerene, the exercise retrieved a total of 175 patents, with 

“fullerene(s)” in their titles, in which 411 words happened. For this analysis 117 

words that occurred more than twice were used. The semantic map of the title words 

of these 175 patent documents is illustrated in Figure 14.  

 
Figure 14. Cosine map of the titles in fullerene related patent documents  

  (cosine  0.3) 
From Figure 14, the codification of the meaning of fullerene does not seem to 

be strongly codified in relation to its envisaged applications and differently from 

codifications at the scientific domain. In fact just the cluster that is formed with “HIV-

Viral-Infection-Treatment-Soluble” appears as a complete novelty from the frequent 

words in the titles of scientific communication.  

The rest of the clusters seems to be related to processes of preparation and 

qualities and characteristics of fullerenes; words all frequent in the scientific 
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communication. The cluster formed by the words “carbon-manufacturing-nanotube-

same-apparatus”, should be related to the production of carbon nanotubes. A further 

analysis should be based on the relation between the patents and their references to 

examine the scientific-base in fullerenes and nanotubes patent applications. 

  

 Nanotubes patent documents 

For the case of nanotubes, 407 patents with “nanotube(s)” in their titles were 

retrieved. As illustrated in Figure 13, nanotube applications manifest later in the 

patents documents, but they soon experiment increasing growing rates. The apparent 

decrease of this tendency for 2006 is consequence of the moment of the query. 

In these titles, a total of 775 words occurred and 301 had a higher frequency 

than two. The analysis was made with 217 of these words that appeared more than 

twice, removing propositions, the term “nanotubes” and taking only the singular form 

of the words. 

  

 
Figure 15. Cosine map of the titles in nanotube related patent documents 

  (cosine  0.4) 
 

The results from the analysis of the titles in the nanotube patents in Figure 15, 

show more relation to its expected applications in comparison to fullerene patent 
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documents. Clustering words such as “emitter”, “plasma”, “signal”, “fiber”, “medical 

shielding”, “nanosize transistor”, “growing seed”, “high energy”, “emitting device”, 

“electrical conductor”, “cell, memory”, “circuits”, “battery electrode”, and 

“nanowire”, seem to be more related to potential applications. 

Nevertheless, the permanence, when increasing the threshold of the cosine, of 

some clusters formed with words such as “cvd”12, “methodology”, “discharge”, 

“chemical”, “vapor”, and “deposition” are very related to nanotube production. This 

indicates that the tension to patent nanotube producing methods continues to be very 

important in relation to its further applications.  

“Building-blocks” properties of nanotubes expose a broad range of potential 

commercial applications as response to further research in the field. “Nanotech 

researchers worldwide are steadily filing patents in the hopes of creating ‘tollbooths’ 

for future products incorporating nanomaterials” (Lux Research Report, 2005). The 

semantic maps obtained for patent documents with “fullerene(s)” and “nanotube(s)” 

in their titles, seem to reveal this excessive patenting situation. Indications of 

consumer applications from the semantic maps are very limited and word-clusters are 

more related to the production and properties of the molecules. If this behavior 

continues, the possibility to apply fullerenes and nanotubes in consumer oriented 

devices might be limited as the costs of licensing can become inefficiently high. 

(ibid.) 

4.3 Citation behavior 

For the last part of the analysis the software HistCiteTM was used to establish 

the citing relations inside the fullerene and nanotube related documents retrieved from 

the SCI. This software feeds from files obtained from queries to the Web of Science 

and highlights different aspects of a set of documents such as inside citations, most 

relevant authors or institutions, links, missing links, most cited nodes. 

 The importance of this particular software for this part of the analysis is that it 

creates a citation index for the documents retrieved. Chronological citation maps are 

automatically generated limiting the citations to the desired set of documents. This 

facilitates historical reconstruction of scientific developments. This way, differences 

                                                 
12 Chemical Vapor Deposition 
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in the citing dynamics inside each of the sets (fullerene and nanotubes) can be 

associated with differences in the emergence and stabilization of research fronts. 

For the 7,962 documents that have fullerene in their titles, Figure 16 shows the 

relations between the 30 most cited documents13. The size of the nodes indicates the 

amount of citations it gets in the set. There are 3,050 documents that are not cited and 

1,237 documents not citing any of the other documents of the set. 

 

                                                 
13 Inside the set, 63,026 references were outside the set of documents. Two references are worth 
mentioning: “C60 Buckministerfullerene” published in Nature in 1985 and referenced 1,495 times in 
the set and “Solid C60: A new form of carbon” published in Nature in 1990 and being referenced 1,410 
times 
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Figure 16. Citing relations among documents with “fullerene(s)” 

in their titles, HistCite 
 

One of the most cited articles inside the set was “C60: Buckministerfullerene” 

(Kroto, Heath, O’Brien, Curl, & Smalley 1985). This document was not included in 

the set. A further analysis including the 408 documents from the SCI with 

“Buckministerfullerene*” in their titles might be appropriate. 
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Figure 17. Citing relations among documents with “nanotube(s)”  
in their titles, HistCite 

 
In Figure 17, the citing relations for the nanotubes documents are depicted. 

The total number of documents that do not cite any other document in the set is 1,035; 

4,517 documents are not cited by any other document. 

The citation dynamics inside each of the sets illustrates different behaviors. 

For the set of fullerenes, a clear vertical hierarchy illustrates that early documents 

continue being very relevant for the development of the field. For the case of 

nanotubes, the relations are more horizontally shaped and there is not one single 

document with an extraordinary citation score. The importance of citations of recent 

documents in the set of nanotubes is typical of the development of research fronts 

(Chen, 2006). 

If nanotubes research have characteristic of a research fronts, fullerene 

research could be forming the intellectual base of this new development. Measuring 

the integration of knowledge acquired in fullerene research in the further development 

of a more specialized research front in nanotubes is possible analyzing both sets of 

documents together.  

In Figure 18, citing relations of both sets are illustrated. Inside the set, 2,154 

do not cite any of the documents of the set and 7,377 are not cited by other documents 

in the set.
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Figure 18. Citing relations among nanotube- and fullerene-related documents, HistCite 
Highlighted nodes denote documents with the word “fullerene(s)” in their titles 

  
Although nanotubes have been recognized as a type of one-dimensional 

fullerene, and their discovery can be understood as a trigger effect of research in 

fullerene, the amount of documents published with nanotube in their title and the 

participation of countries in their production can be embedded in a shift of effort and 

attention in the different research fronts. 

5. Conclusions 

Network analysis proves useful to understand the dynamic process of 

knowledge production as a further codification of information; in this text, 

consequence of new discoveries. In the journal space, the emergence of a new journal 

as a consequence of discoveries marks an important breakthrough. For this particular 

case, Fullerene Science and Technology publishes an important share of documents 

related to fullerenes but looses importance in the distribution of communication in 

nanotubes (only 93 of 840 documents titles in the journal contain the word 

“nanotube(s)”). 

For the semantic codification of meaning in time, while “carbon-nanotubes” 

constitute a dyadic relation for all the time-differentiated sets of fullerene documents, 

“fullerene” has weak patterns of association in the sets of nanotube documents. 

Relations among words were different in each of the sets. While for fullerenes, the 

network became denser with more complex clusters; in nanotubes the semantic 

codifications in time did not acquire more complexity. This seems to prove that there 

are underlying processes that generate structures in the communication: some provide 

variation and others are more functionally oriented to create structure in the 

communication. 

Although there were some differences in the codifications at different 

domains, the most frequent words were similar in scientific and patent documents. 
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The hype in patenting fullerene and nanotube related processes can affect the 

semantic codification of its commercial applications.  

The citation relations showed that “fullerene” documents are among the most 

cited documents in the development of nanotube research. A deeper analysis of 

references and most cited documents of the set must be done to make further remarks 

about the constitution of fullerene research as the intellectual base of the nanotube 

research front. For the case of fullerenes, the most frequently cited articles are not the 

more recent ones as could be expected of a nanoscience field of research. 

The different network analysis seems to converge in the conclusion that even 

though fullerene and nanotube research are related, nanotube research has acquired its 

own dynamics soon after its discovery and has been disconnected from fullerene 

research. This is confirmed by the fact that there is a different distribution of 

authoring countries in each of the sets of documents. United States and Japan have an 

important input in both fronts, but actors such as Switzerland, Taiwan and South 

Korea have stronger participation in research in nanotubes than in fullerenes; and 

countries like China, Germany, England, France and Italy have a relevant 

participation in the production of fullerene documents, but not significant for the case 

of nanotubes.  

One of the possible reason why fullerenes and nanotubes research drift and 

constitute each its own dynamics and institutions is that although they are both 

nanometer carbon structures, the exceptionality of the molecular nature of the 

nanotubes in terms of their high length-to-width aspect ratio has captured the attention 

of further research as specialized and large-scale applications are growing constantly 

(Colbert, 2003). 

6. Further work 

Knowledge has become increasingly central to the progress of society and our 

daily lives. Industrial economies are targeting to become more knowledge-based. This 

justifies the importance of finding ways to operationalize the knowledge-base, to 

observe and measure the fluxes of information that form its foundations, to understand 

issues concerning the processes behind the production and application of knowledge. 

Our purpose in this paper has been to understand the emergence of knowledge 

as a consequence of new discoveries and its disrupting effects in the structures of 

scientific communications; for this, we have concentrated on the relations among the 
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codes of communication, and the changes of meaning codification in relation to time 

and domain. Our first assumption has been that knowledge is socially constructed 

through communication. 

We consider time as crucial in the process of knowledge construction and 

application. New discoveries constitute new information that acts as a source of 

variation in the communication, but this can only be observed as time-dependent 

variation. New information can become knowledge with the introduction of time as a 

further degree of freedom through which the disrupted communication re-organizes. 

Different properties and measures of the networks could give some hindsight into the 

state of development of scientific disciplines, topics of research and research fronts, 

and the integration of knowledge to existing knowledge bases. 

In this study we have worked with the codification of two concepts related to 

nanoscience, an emerging field of the sciences. The analysis has been to understand 

the changes in scientific communication. Further steps will consider knowledge-based 

innovation to measure their scientific base and analyze codification processes at the 

interfaces as well as concepts related to medicine and the social sciences. 



 

 

Chapter 4. Main-path analysis and path-dependent transitions in 
HistCite™-based historiograms* 

 

Abstract 

With the program HistCiteTM it is possible to generate and visualize the most relevant 

papers in a set of documents retrieved from the Science Citation Index. Historical 

reconstructions of scientific developments can be represented chronologically as 

developments in networks of citation relations extracted from scientific literature. 

This study aims to go beyond the historical reconstruction of scientific knowledge, 

enriching the output of HistCiteTM with algorithms from social-network analysis and 

information theory. Using main-path analysis, it is possible to highlight the structural 

backbone in the development of a scientific field. The expected information value of 

the message can be used to indicate whether change in the distribution (of citations) 

has occurred to such an extent that a path-dependency is generated. This provides us 

with a measure of evolutionary change between subsequent documents. The forgetting 

and rewriting of historically prior events at the research front can thus be indicated. 

These three methods—HistCite, main path and path dependent transitions—are 

applied to a set of documents related to fullerenes and the fullerene-like structures 

known as nanotubes. 

1. Introduction 

Derek de Solla Price (1965) proposed using the literary model as a functional 

simplification of the process of scientific discovery and communication. In this model 

the dynamics, developments, and structure of science are operationalized in terms of 

networks of scientific papers (Garfield, 1979).The model was originally applied to 

trace scientific developments historically (Garfield, Sher, & Torpie, 1964), but was 

also used to study scientific specialties (Griffith, Small, Stonehill, & Dey, 1974; Small 

& Griffith, 1974), influences in science (Stewart, 1983), and so forth. Given that 

publishing their scientific results is one of scientists’ main and perhaps most relevant 

                                                 
* This chapter has been published as: Lucio-Arias, D., & Leydesdorff, L. (2008). Main-path analysis 
and path-dependent transitions in HistCite™-based historiograms. Journal of the American Society for 
Information Science and Technology, 59(12), 1948-1962.
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activities, this operationalization may provide an accurate proxy for the study of 

scientific developments. Through the literary model, scientific developments can be 

associated with the accumulation of scientific accomplishments.  

Citations can be considered as unidirectional links that relate later documents 

to earlier ones (Garfield, 1973; Small & Griffith, 1974).The historical dependency of 

scientific developments operates through citations and references so that citation 

patterns are associated with interpretation of previous results, successful papers 

(Small, 1978), and the intention of scientists to position their results differently from 

previous ones (Fujigaki, 1998a).This citation culture (Wouters, 1999a) can be used to 

understand scientific developments in terms of patterns of references emerging from 

and reproduced in scientific literature. 

Citations can be analyzed as links between authors and/or texts (Leydesdorff 

& Amsterdamska, 1990).Using the literary model, citation relations are considered as 

links among different texts holding cognitive significance. Citations made to other 

documents position the citing document with reference to papers in an evolving 

network. The position of each paper can be expected to change over time as the 

research front further develops and older citations become obsolete or are overwritten 

by newer ones (Fujigaki, 1998a, 1998b; Garfield, 1963; Merton, 1979, p.vii). 

The citation relation that links two documents reveals two different dynamics 

in the process of scientific development: codification and diffusion. In the first part of 

this study, a citation will be considered as a codification: a “citing” document makes 

reference to a body of knowledge that is further codified by this reference among 

other possible references (Leydesdorff & Wouters, 1999).In the second part, we invert 

the direction and citation will be considered as an “is cited by” relation. This reflects 

the diffusion of knowledge claims from an original document to documents published 

thereafter. While codification is a reflexive process taking place in the present and 

reconstructing the past, the diffusion of texts can only be measured by following the 

arrow of time in the forward direction. 

This work builds on a previously published study, which provided descriptive 

statistics and substantive analysis of documents retrieved from the ISI Web of Science 

with “fullerene*” (7,696 documents) or “nanotube*” ( 9,672 documents) among their 

title words (Lucio-Arias & Leydesdorff, 2007). Fullerenes and nanotubes were chosen 

because they can be considered the subjects of closely related scientific research 
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fronts. Fullerenes were discovered as molecules in 1985; carbon nanotubes were 

discovered in 1991 as special compounds with fullerene-like structures. In other 

words, not every fullerene can be regarded as a carbon nanotube. The literatures on 

both topics were closely related in the early 1990s, but the respective systems of 

scholarly communication seem to have differentiated increasingly thereafter (Figure 

1).  

 
Figure 1. Documents in the SCI with “fullerene*” or “nanotube*” in their titles 

over time. The lines indicate the number of publications (legend on the right 
axis) and the bars the aggregated number of cited references per year (legend on 

the left axis) 
 

In this article, algorithmically built historiograms are used to extend the notion 

of two different specialties by analyzing the structures among the most frequently 

cited documents for each of the sets. The citing and cited relations will be analyzed in 

terms of codification and diffusion processes using network analysis and entropy 

measures. In other words, the focus of this article is methodological: Can algorithmic 

historiography be extended further by using quantitative measures? 

For both fullerenes and nanotubes, a high aging rate of citations can be 

expected because these are newly emerging fields of science (Chen, 2006; Vinkler, 

1996; Price, 1965). One can expect the short-time citation window to be reinforced by 

the fact that in a dynamic field of research there is a tendency to break important 

contributions into subsequent papers corresponding to the sequential stages of 

development (Garfield et al., 1964). However, the number of documents considered 
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(7,696 for fullerenes and 9,672 for nanotubes) should be enough for a citation network 

that represents the historical development of research in each of these fields. 

The operationalization in terms of the literary model enables us to apply 

algorithms in order to visualize trends associated with the development of science 

(Burt, 1983). Hitherto, most of the visualization tools available to map scientific 

literature using citation and co-citation analysis represent the state of science at 

specific moments of time. CiteSpace (Chen, 2006) diachronically visualizes the 

evolution of knowledge domains and research fronts. HistCite makes it possible to 

map the historical evolution of a set of papers in terms of trajectories: It generates 

historiograms that reflect the flow of ideas up to the moment of the last document 

considered. Additionally, it provides output files that can be read by software for 

social-network analysis. 

Following this section, an explanation of the use of HistCite will be given, 

along with a demonstration of how its output can be enhanced with measures obtained 

from social network analysis and information theory, notably main-path analysis and 

the study of path-dependent transitions. Results for the cases of fullerenes and 

nanotubes follow the Methods section. Addressing the citation relations as a flow of 

knowledge from one paper to the next will provide us with a perspective other than 

the hindsight perspective of the citing papers. This diffusion mechanism as different 

from the codification process is discussed in the “Citing” Versus “Cited” section. 

2. Methods 

2.1. HistCite  

The program HistCite creates a citation index for any defined set of documents 

retrieved from the ISI Web of Science, outlining the chronological network of citations 

among these documents (Garfield, Pudovkin, & Istomin, 2002, 2003a, 2003b).The 

most significant works in a set are identified on the basis of citation frequencies, and 

the citation relations among these documents can be visualized. Because the tool 

highlights the most-cited papers, their bibliographic antecedents and descendents both 

within and outside the set can be traced, facilitating the process of historical 

reconstruction of fields of science. Garfield (2001) described this process as writing 

an “algorithmic historiography.” The algorithmic approach enables us to include more 
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variety in the perspective than does a historical reconstruction based on a single 

narrative (Kranakis & Leydesdorff, 1989). 

HistCite’s algorithmic historiograms illustrate the key works associated with 

the development of a field, highlighting the most frequently cited papers in each 

collection. If the development of the sciences is understood as a series of 

chronological events (Garfield et al., 1964), and the citation network is acknowledged 

as an emergent property of the scientists’ activities (Fujigaki, 1998a), one can 

consider that the network formed by relations between the most frequently cited 

documents represents the intellectual base from which further developments of the 

field unfold. 

Using HistCite, the 30 most highly cited documents in each set of documents 

are identified (see Tables 1 and 2). The citation relations between these documents 

can be exported to other programs for further analysis. For the analysis of main paths, 

we use Pajek, a freely available software program for the analysis and visualization of 

networks.14 For the analysis of path-dependent transitions we wrote our own 

routines.15 The algorithms used in this study enhance the representations from 

HistCite by qualifying the links with quantitative measures.  

Main-path analysis associates the links (citations) to their connectivity 

qualities; relative entropy (Kullback & Leibler, 1951) will be used as a measure to 

evaluate whether the distributions of references changed between papers to such an 

extent that a path-dependency was created (Mei & Zhai, 2005). The three 

measurement outputs—of HistCite, main path and path dependent transitions— can 

then be combined into the visualization of HistCite: They show, respectively, 

prominence and relevance, structural connectivity, and evolutionary dynamics. While 

relevance is measured by considering the number of citations a given document 

accumulates over time, main-path analysis considers both the citations which a 

document receives and the documents it cites. The analysis of path-dependent 

transitions focuses on the (distributions of) cited references. All these measures can be 

associated with the positional attributes of a paper in its network of relations (Burt, 

1982).  

                                                 
14 Pajek is freely available for non-commercial use at http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/pajek/  
15 Available at: http://home.medewerker.uva.nl/d.p.lucioarias/ or 
http://www.leydesdorff.net/software/crittrans/index.htm
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3.2. Main-Path Analysis 

Main-path techniques examine connectivity in acyclic networks and are 

especially interesting when nodes are time dependent, as it selects the most 

representative nodes at different moments of time. In a citation network, time assigns 

direction to the links and each node represents a distinct event in time (Carley, 

Hummon, & Harty, 1993).16 A node that links many nodes and has many nodes 

linking to it will probably be part of the main path. The main path will highlight those 

papers that build on prior papers but continue to act as an authority in reference to 

later works (Yin, Kretschmer, Hanneman, & Liu, 2006). 

The main path is reconstructed by calculating the connectivity of the links in 

terms of their degree centrality and outlining the path formed by the nodes with the 

highest degree. In terms of a citation network, this degree measure considers the 

number of citations a document receives (indegree) as well as the number of cited 

references in the documents (outdegree). The main path is constructed by selecting 

those connected documents with the highest scores until an end document is reached 

(Batagelj, 2003). This can be either a document that is no longer cited or one that 

contains no further references within the set. HistCite’s output shows citations as a 

“cited-by” relation from the perspective of the citing documents. In the Introduction, 

we distinguished this codification process from the diffusion process of knowledge 

claims in cited documents. In order to draw the main path of the most influential 

documents over time, it is necessary to transpose the matrix.  

Citing previous literature and being cited by subsequent literature positions a 

paper in relation to other papers in the set (Hummon & Doreian, 1989). By 

constructing these positions, main-path algorithms enable us to make the structural 

backbone of a literature visible. When a set of documents represents a self-contained 

field—not significantly building on knowledge from other fields—the citation 

network among the key documents (the most highly cited ones) can be expected to 

contain at least one main path (Carley et al., 1993). 

Three models to identify the most important part of a citation network can be 

distinguished: the Node Pair Projection Count, which accounts for the number of 

times each link is involved in connecting all node pairs; the Search Path Link Count, 

which accounts for the number of all possible search paths through the network 
                                                 
16 Main-path analysis cannot be applied to cyclic networks, where nodes can belong to paths that lead 
back to themselves.  
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emanating from an origin; and the Search Path Node Pair, which accounts for all 

connected vertex pairs along the paths (Hummon & Doreian, 1989, at pp. 50-51). Of 

these three methods, algorithms to estimate the latter two are included in Pajek 

(Batagelj, 2003).  

In this study, we use the search-path link count algorithm for the following 

reasons. The search-path node pair chooses a path while forgoing citations between 

documents that are connected indirectly through a third document, which may also be 

part of the path. For example, if there are citations between Documents 1 and 2, 

Documents 2 and 3, and Documents 1 and 3, the main path calculated with the search-

path node pair algorithm will not consider the citation relation between Document 1 

and Document 3.The search-path link count is the preferred algorithm for this analysis 

because all citation relations are taken into account. This inclusive approach of all 

citation relations accords with the analysis of HistCite and path-dependent transitions. 

3.3. Path Dependency and Critical Transitions 

By applying main-path analysis as described above, documents that 

summarize the main stream of research in fullerenes and nanotubes can be 

highlighted. These documents can be expected to contain the main findings in the 

fields, either because they are crucial in defining the field’s cognitive history or 

because they represent high impact documents. In addition to connecting to other 

documents, however, each scientific text adds new information to the network. This 

information is contained in the distribution of attributes.  

The expected information value I of an additional text can be expressed as a 

Kullback-Leibler (1951) divergence between the a prior and posteriori distributions 

of attributes in each of the texts. The similarity between texts can thus be measured. 

This relative entropy measure is formalized as follows:  
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In this equation, pi = (p1, p2, …, pn) represents the a priori distribution of 

references (in the first text) and qi = (q1, q2, …., qn) the posterior distribution (that is, 

in the next text considered). When two is used as the basis of the logarithm, I is 

expressed in bits of information. I is the expected information value of the message 
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that the a priori distribution is transformed into the a posteriori one (Kullback & 

Leibler, 1951; Leydesdorff, 2005; Theil, 1972). Note that I is asymmetrical in p and q. 

In each text, a number of distributions of attributes can be analyzed: words, 

title words, cited references, citations (Leydesdorff, 1995). Because we are interested 

in this study in processes of codification and diffusion, we transformed the reference 

lists of each text into a relative frequency distribution of occurrence (f) of each 

reference normalized at the level of the set (fi/N). This results in size-equivalent 

vectors of distributions for each of the 30 most frequently cited documents that are 

used to measure change in the citation patterns among the documents. However, a 

zero in the a priori distribution (the denominator in Equation 1) would make a non-

zero value in the posteriori distribution a complete surprise, and the expected 

information content of the message that this happened would therefore be infinite. 

This would distort the analysis. For this reason, the values of the cells were increased 

in a unity for this analysis (Elliot, 1977; Price, 1981). 

The Kullback-Leibler divergence can be used to analyze path-dependent 

transitions in a set of sequential events (Frenken & Leydesdorff, 2000; Leydesdorff, 

1995, at p. 99). If the prediction of the distribution of references in the a posteriori 

text on the basis of the a priori one were perfect, the expected information content of 

the message that the new text arrived would be zero. The paper would be a copy of 

the previous one in terms of its cited references and nothing would have changed. 

 

Figure 2. Prediction and possible revision of the prediction among three 
documents 
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If the prediction is imperfect, it can be improved by an in-between text (Figure 

2). This improvement of the prediction of the a posteriori probability distribution 

( iqi) on the basis of an in-between probability distribution ( ipi') compared with the 

original prediction ( ipi) can be formulated as follows:  

   )'/(log)/(log)':():( 22 iii iiii i pqqpqqpqIpqI  

    = )/'(log2 iii i ppq      (2) 

 These revisions of the prediction can occur among any three documents in a 

set. If I(q:p) > I(q:p') + I(p':p) the pathway in Figure 2 via the revision is a more 

efficient channel for the communication between sender and receiver than their direct 

link. Contrary to the geometry of Figure 2, the sum of the information distances via 

the intermediate document has become shorter than the direct information path 

between the sender and the receiver.  

Unlike evolutionary transitions as defined by Mei & Zhai (2005, p.201), the 

identification of these critical transitions does not require the specification of a 

threshold because their identification is based on the solution of an inequality. On a 

timeline, these critical transitions indicate documents that can be considered as path 

dependencies, or obligatory passing points (Callon, 1986), in the sense that the later 

documents (the a posteriori text and the revision) contain similarities in the 

distribution of their cited references that the earlier documents did not have. The 

communication system has changed in the dimension of the distribution(s) under 

study. 

In the case of diffusion, a critical transition is examined from the perspective 

of the sender: The intermediate document in this case boosts the signal from the a 

priori document as an auxiliary transmitter. The history before the intermediate 

station is overwritten. In the case of codification, the intermediate document provides 

a chronologically closer alternative to define the cognitive position of the cited 

document. Thus, it reinforces the codification of the latter’s citation pattern in the 

archive because the newly added document no longer makes a difference for this 

position.  

In general, information-theoretical measures allow for the extension to higher 

dimensionalities in the distribution, for example, by combining citations with title 
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words, author names, institutional addresses, and so forth. The multivariate 

distributions remain fully decomposable (Theil, 1972). By extending the number of 

subscripts (pi , pij , pijk , etc.), the measurement can be further “refined” (Van den 

Besselaar & Heimeriks, 2006). In this study, however, we focus on citations in order 

to show how these algorithms enable us to enrich the insights obtained from using 

HistCite.  

The analysis of path-dependent transitions provides a meaning to the links that 

is different from the main-path analysis obtained with social-network analysis. Main-

path analysis identifies a continuous path of connected and connecting nodes, while 

critical transitions are dispersed and represent moments in the evolution of networks 

where a distribution of attributes in one text is dissimilar to the distribution in a later 

text to the extent that the revision can be considered as a rewrite of the information 

contained in the first text. In this case, a path-dependent transition is indicated.  

Critical transitions and the consequent path dependencies are related to 

complex system dynamics and indicate to what extent a system is evolving following 

paths determined by previous states of the system. However, an evolving system can 

also be expected to “forget” parts of its history from the perspective of hindsight. 

Because we are using a literary model and not a behavioral one, we are able to address 

a dimension that may be latent to the authors who are entrained in the transition. 

A critical transition is formally defined in terms of Shannon-type information 

(Shannon, 1948).Shannon-type information is dimensionless and hence without 

meaning. It can be interpreted in this study with meaning as path dependencies, given 

the literary model. The meaning of documents thus identified can perhaps be validated 

in future research by interviews with experts (e.g., Campanario, 1993). Both main-

path and critical transition results are combined below with the citation diagrams 

provided by HistCite in order to measure connectivity and evolutionary change along 

with prominence for each of the links and nodes.  

3. Results 

As noted, two sets of documents were retrieved from the ISI Web of Science:17 

the first, with “fullerene*” in their titles, contained 7,696 documents. The second set, 

based on selecting documents with “nanotube*” in their titles, contains 9,672 

                                                 
17 All downloads were done between June 8 and June 17, 2006. Documents from 1987-2005 were 
downloaded.
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documents. The 30 most frequently cited documents in each of the sets and their 

internal relations were identified and illustrated with HistCite (Figures 3 and 4).  

The analysis was limited to 30 documents for three reasons: (a) because the 

most often cited documents can be considered as central to the evolution of further 

research (Griffith et al., 1974); (b) By selecting only the most cited papers we avoid 

loops in the citation network formed by all the retrieved documents; and (c) the 

limited sets enable to enhance visually the results obtained by HistCite without 

overcrowding the visualizations.  

 

Figure 3. Thirty most highly-cited documents among 7,696 documents with “fullerene*” 
in their titles as generated by HistCite™ 
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Label 
number First author Year Journal Citations 

1 Kroto, H.W. 1987 Nature 252 
7 Taylor, R. 1990 J Chem Soc Chem Comm 303 

14 Allemand, P.M. 1991 J Amer Chem Soc 173 
15 Hare, J.P. 1991 Chem Phys Lett 163 
25 Diederich, F. 1991 Science 271 
43 Howard, J.B. 1991 Nature 166 
48 Allemand, P.M. 1991 Science 180 
82 Chai, Y. 1991 J Phys Chem 212 

114 Diederich, F. 1991 Science 182 
160 Creegan, K.M. 1992 J Amer Chem Soc 162 
173 Diederich, F. 1992 Account Chem Res 149 
206 Andersson, T. 1992 J Chem Soc Chem Comm 119 
229 Kikuchi, K. 1992 Nature 195 
405 Isaacs, L. 1993 Helv Chim Acta 127 
638 Taylor, R. 1993 Nature 291 
679 Freidman, S.H. 1993 J Amer Chem Soc 199 
680 Sijbesma, R. 1993 J Amer Chem Soc 124 
688 Bingel, C. 1993 Chem Ber-Recl 182 
740 Tokuyama, H. 1993 J Amer Chem Soc 161 
807 Maggini, M. 1993 J Amer Chem Soc 238 

1037 Hirsch, A. 1994 Angew Chem Int Ed 147 
1548 Williams, R.M. 1995 J Amer Chem Soc 130 
1992 Diederich, F. 1996 Science 186 
2196 Jensen, A.W. 1996 Bioorgan Med Chem 131 
2791 Imahori, H. 1997 Advan Mater 188 
2833 Prato, M. 1997 J Mater Chem 167 
3431 Prato, M. 1998 Account Chem Res 171 
3980 Diederich, F. 1999 Chem Soc Rev 141 
4157 Guldi, D.M. 2000 Chem Commun 121 
4610 Guldi, D.M. 2000 Account Chem Res 138 

Table 1. Most highly-cited documents among 7,696 documents with 
“fullerene*” in their titles as generated by HistCite™ 
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Figure 4. Thirty most highly-cited documents among 9,672 documents with “nanotube*” 
in their titles as generated by HistCite™. 

 
Label 
number First author Year Journal Citations 

1 Ebbesen, T.W. 1992 Nature 628 
9 Ajayan, P.M. 1993 Nature 298 

27 Iijima, S. 1993 Nature 760 
28 Bethune, D.S. 1993 Nature 645 
73 Blase, X. 1994 Phys Rev Lett 275 

115 Tsang, S.C. 1994 Nature 291 
188 Chopra, N.G. 1995 Science 325 
196 Guo, T. 1995 Chem Phys Lett 286 
200 Rinzler, A.G. 1995 Science 287 
279 Treacy, M.M.J. 1996 Nature 496 
293 Thess, A. 1996 Science 1199 
325 Dai, H.J. 1996 Nature 334 
328 Li, W.Z. 1996 Science 388 
359 Rao, A.M. 1997 Science 588 
392 Dillon, A.C. 1997 Nature 529 
393 Bockrath, M. 1997 Science 335 
399 Tans, S.J. 1997 Nature 577 
451 Journet, C. 1997 Nature 718 
464 Wong, E.W. 1997 Science 387 
557 Wildoer, J.W.G. 1998 Nature 628 
558 Odom, T.W. 1998 Nature 512 
615 Bandow, S. 1998 Phys Rev Lett 278 
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659 Rinzler, A.G. 1998 Appl Phys A 319 
752 Chen, J. 1998 Science 434 
769 Ren, Z.F. 1998 Science 484 
868 Fan, S.S. 1999 Science 485 

1009 Kataura, H. 1999 Synthet Metal 313 
1021 Ajayan, P.M. 1999 Chem Rev 273 
1171 Nikolaev, P. 1999 Chem Phys Lett 303 
3400 Baughman, R.H. 2002 Science 309 

Table 2. Most highly-cited documents among 9,672 documents with “nanotube*” 
in their titles as generated by HistCite™ 

 

The HistCite algorithm is based on total cites of documents, which can be 

expected to give a disadvantage to relatively recent papers because citations 

accumulate over time. Indeed, the distribution of the most relevant papers for the 

fullerene set of documents seems to indicate that the most highly cited papers in this 

field were written at its beginning (Figure 3). However, for the case of the nanotube 

documents (Figure 4), the distribution suggests a higher probability of becoming 

highly cited shortly after publication. Figure 3 illustrates the relevance of older 

documents in a vertical hierarchy-type of citation pattern. Notwithstanding the 

accumulative effects of citations to older documents in HistCite, Figure 4 shows a 

more horizontal distribution as well as a greater relevance of later documents. The 

nanotubes field suggests sensitivity to change with the passing of time in the HistCite 

output. 

Figure 5 depicts the main path of the 30 most-often-cited documents in the 

fullerene set as visualized using Pajek. This result is used in Figure 6 to enrich the 

HistCite output; Figure 7 uses analogously the main-path analysis for the 30 most 

frequently cited documents in the nanotubes set.18  

 

Figure 5. Main path for 30 most often cited documents in the set of “fullerene*” 
                                                 
18 When using the search path node pair instead of the search path link count, the citations relations in 
the early years had less overlap. 
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Figure 6. Main path for 30 most often cited documents in the set of 
“fullerene*” in HistCite output 

The main path for the set of fullerene documents (Figure 6) depicts a 

chronologically very stable structure, where the first and last paper are linked through 

the sequence of connecting nodes, and the alternative paths dissolve after four years 

of publication. Thirteen documents, not necessarily the most highly cited ones, form 

the backbone of this network.  
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Figure 7. Main-path for 30 most often cited documents in the set of “nanotube*”  
in HistCite output 

 

For the set of nanotubes (Figure 7), the output is not as chronologically 

organized as for fullerenes and the main-path is less vertically structured. The largest 

nodes tend to be highlighted in the main path. Remember that the inclusion of a 

document in the main-path depends on the position of the paper among the 30 most 

highly cited documents, whereas the size of the node is determined (in HistCite) by 

the number of citations a document received in the full set. For the case of nanotubes, 

alternative main paths between nodes were found for the first six (of eleven) 

documents on the main path. 

The critical transitions in terms of the distributions of cited references can be 

expected to indicate path-dependent transitions where an intermediate document holds 

more similarities with the distribution of the cited references in the later document. In 

the case of the most frequently cited documents of the set of fullerenes, the 

distributions were built using the 263 documents referenced more than once (among 

1,034 references), and for the case of nanotubes, using the 91 references that occurred 

more than once (among 445 in total). As noted above, the Kullback-Leibler 

divergences among the distributions of cited references in each two texts were 

considered.  
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Figure 8. Path-dependent transitions in the distributions of cited references  
for the 30 most cited documents in the set of “nanotube*” 

 

Figure 8 illustrates the results for the thirty most highly cited documents in the 

“nanotube*” set. The seven documents in the lower part of the picture are a posteriori 

to the paper by Bethune in 1993. These cases suggest that an intermediate text (that is, 

Chopra, published in 1995) functions as a better predictor of the distribution of the 

cited references overwriting the distribution used in Bethune. A closer look at the 

distributions reveals that all the documents in Figure 8 share four references used in 

Chopra in 1995 as well as in Bethune. However, in Bethune nine other references 

were used that were no longer used by any of the a posteriori documents (cf. Price, 

1965).  

By using the citing direction for the analysis, one looks against the arrow of 

time, that is, from the perspective of hindsight. We have argued above that this 

visualization reflects the codification process involved in the positioning of published 

papers in bodies of knowledge already established: Citations operate in this case as a 

retention mechanism (while in the forward direction they can be considered as a 

diffusion mechanism). History is continuously rewritten as new papers appear 

providing references to the previous literature from the perspective of hindsight (a 

posteriori). The critical transitions represent significant events in the evolution of 

citation networks. At these moments, the evolutionary dynamics of the system 

changed in terms of the communication of cited references. 
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Note that not every critical transition depicted in Figure 8 also represents a 

citation relation in the HistCite diagrams. In fact, the intermediate document (188) 

was the only isolated node in Figure 4. In Figure 9 critical transitions in citation 

relations are penciled in as dotted black lines for the set of most highly cited 

documents in the domain of fullerenes. The critical revisions of the predictions are 

highlighted as documents 48 (1991), 679 (1993), 680 (1993), and 807 (1993). 

In the set of fullerenes, six links between nodes are dotted because an 

intermediate document (dark black) improved, for a citing text, the prediction of the 

distribution of the cited references in a cited text. In every case, the distribution of the 

cited references unravels over a period of five years; the intermediate document is 

chronologically closer to the first published (a priori) document than to the later one 

(a posteriori). Node 25 is overwritten by 48, node 173 by 807, 160 by 680, node 638 

by 679, and node 405 is overwritten by 680 and 679.  
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Figure 9. Critical transitions in the cited references distributions for the 30  
most cited documents in the set of “fullerene*” 

 

Because we are looking at similarities among the distributions of the cited 

references, the critical transitions indicate that it is no longer necessary to reach 

backwards behind the intermediate document. Documents published in 1991 and 1992 

could be “forgotten” in 1996 because documents published in an in-between year 

(1993) had more similarities with the distribution of the cited references of documents 

published in 1996 and 1997.The relevant cognitive history has thus changed and path 

dependency on the transition was generated. 

This account hitherto represents a process of analyzing change as history 

evolves: Looking at the publication of each document as an event that builds on 
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previous publications, citations are analyzed from the perspective of the later-

published document. In order to understand scientific development and 

communication as a continuous process along the arrow of time, however, one needs 

to shift the perspective to how communication unfolds from the first published 

document.  

4. “Citing” versus “cited” 

By  transposing the citation matrix obtained from HistCite, citations can also 

be analyzed in terms of “is cited by” relations, which reflect the diffusion of ideas in 

the network of citations; this will yield results that differ from the study of the “citing” 

relations. While the “citing” relation indicates a codification process that makes the 

development of science reflexive on its own history (Garfield et al., 1964), each 

citation can also be considered as a flow of ideas from cited documents to citing ones 

(Carley et al., 1993). The “cited” relations reflect the diffusion of ideas from one 

paper into later papers. 

Transposing the citation matrix and depicting the main stream of research as a 

flow of ideas from one paper to the next results in Figures 10 and 11.The process of 

scientific development is now coupled with the diffusion of early documents and their 

resonance in subsequent texts. 
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Figure 10. Most influential papers in the diffusion of research in fullerenes 
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Figure 11. Most influential papers in the diffusion of  
research in nanotubes 

 
Although many documents remain from the main paths of Figures 6 and 7 

(nodes connected with darker arrows), others are no longer on the main path when the 

citation matrix is transposed. The search-path link count is used again for depicting 

the new main path (lighter). In the previous figures, the main paths illustrated how 

earlier documents were codified in later ones so that central documents in the 

codification of the field were highlighted. Transposing the citation matrix, the main-

path analysis selects the sequence of documents that illustrate the development of the 

research field by acting as the most influential documents over time (Carley et al., 

1993). For the case of fullerenes (Figure 10), the change in the diffusion and 

codification process is noticeable from 1993 onwards, as new documents are included 

in the main path. This coincides with the moment when the rate of publication about 

nanotubes began to increase exponentially (Figure 1). 

The transposed citation matrix can also be interpreted in terms of the expected 

information values as representing the fact that the information in the message—in 

terms of citation distributions—has changed during the diffusion process. For this, the 

distribution of documents citing the 30 most-cited documents was considered to 

reflect the diffusion of each of these documents at the respective field level. For the 

set of fullerenes, 1,281 documents cited more than one of the 30 most-cited 

documents; for nanotubes, this number was 3,224 documents. For the case of 
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fullerenes, a critical transition in terms of the distribution of documents citing the 

most-cited documents was never the case. The 15 critical transitions for the case of 

the distribution of the citing documents in the set of nanotubes are penciled as dotted 

arrows into Figure 12. 

 
Figure 12. Critical transitions in the distributions of documents citing  

the 30 most cited documents in the set of “nanotube*” 
 

The intermediate document acting as a better predictor of the distribution of 

the cited references is, in all cases, node 399 (highlighted) which can be an indicator 

of a very strong path dependency in 1997. Node 399 represents the paper by S. J. Tans 

et al. entitled “Individual single-wall carbon nanotubes as quantum wires,” which 

appeared in Nature 386 in 1997. Note that this paper is less highly cited than some of 

the other nodes (e.g., node 293 in 1996). 

The field of nanotubes emerged more recently than research in fullerenes, and 

has become a more dynamic topic of research, as illustrated by the growth in 

publication rates in Figure 1.The citations to the 30 most highly cited documents in 

this network do not show signs of stabilization or accumulation. Dominant patterns 

have not emerged and sedimented as in the case of fullerenes, where the distribution 

of citations in citing documents to the 30 most-cited documents seems to be shifting 

more gradually. For nanotubes, the emergence of similarities in the citations obtained 
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by the 30 most highly cited documents suggests the formation of a solid intellectual 

base, but the citation patterns are still changing. This finding confirms our previous 

impression of stability in the fullerene historiogram and sensitivity to change in the 

dynamics of nanotubes. For research in nanotubes, critical transitions in the diffusion 

process suggest evolutionary changes including important path dependencies, but for 

the case of fullerenes the history of the whole field seems to remain relevant. 

 5. Conclusions 

HistCite™ is a powerful tool that enabled us, among other things, to identify 

the most frequently cited works in any set of documents, and to build an inner citation 

matrix among them. The algorithm used to identify the most relevant documents is 

based on the frequency of citations over a period of time. HistCite visualizes the most 

relevant papers and the relations among them and can, therefore, be helpful for the 

historical reconstruction of scientific developments (Garfield et al., 2002, 2003a, 

2003b). 

Main-path algorithms (available in Pajek) identify which papers are most 

relevant in the overall flow of citations. The algorithm used in HistCite bases its 

estimations on frequencies. Main-path algorithms give priority to highly cited papers 

that have a considerable number of references as well. Papers that belong to the main 

path have been associated to thematic or methodological transitions in the 

development of a topic (Carley et al., 1993). Documents highlighted by the main path 

can be considered as significant for writing the history of science, and therefore also 

for researchers in the thus reconstructed field (Hummon & Doreian, 1989).A historian 

may have to argue for the greater importance of paths other than the one visualized 

algorithmically.  

Critical transitions provide indications of path dependency in the development 

of knowledge from an evolutionary perspective; the measurement of critical 

transitions can be considered as an operationalization of the concept of the 

evolutionary notion of a path dependency. It is expected that as time passes, some 

patterns will emerge in terms of distributions of attributes among texts, and some 

patterns will be forgotten as new texts continuously rewrite the historical development 

of scientific fields. 

The literary model can be used to simplify the process of scientific discovery 

and communication through the network of citation relations between scientific texts. 
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The perspective of the scientist’s activities is shifted from the micro-level of 

individual actions to the macrostructure resulting from the aggregate of those 

activities. HistCite allows us to operationalize the literary model for any defined set of 

documents by identifying the citation relations among them and illustrating the 

historical reconstruction of the set. Because HistCite’s output provides a 

chronologically ordered citation network, algorithms from social-network analysis can 

be applied to further characterize the documents belonging to the set. 

Main-path analysis allowed us to highlight which documents are central to the 

development of a specific topic either as codifiers of previously achieved ideas or as 

having a major influence on the development of the topic. The analysis of path 

dependencies provided further information about the transitional dynamics at research 

fronts. Research fronts develop by generating variation at specific moments of time. 

Main-path analysis focuses on the stabilization of structures over time. Critical 

transitions and path dependencies can be expected to occur in parts of the current 

structure that are not yet part of the main path. 

Our expectation was therefore that documents on the main path would not be 

“overwritten” by documents off this main path. We expected documents on the main 

path to overwrite documents outside the main path, but never to be overwritten, 

because the main path can summarize the main findings in a field of research 

(Hummon & Doreian, 1989; Price, 1965). However, this was not the case. For 

example, node 405 of the fullerenes set (Figure 9) was part of the main path, but the 

information it provided with reference to nodes 2791 and 2833 was improved by later 

documents that themselves were not part of the main path. 

The exercise of adding value to the links representing a citation relation was 

made in this study for two sets of documents retrieved from the ISI Web of Science: 

those with “fullerene*” in their title words and those with “nanotube*.” Our concern 

with fullerenes and nanotubes started some time ago with a desire to illustrate changes 

in the dynamic construction of scientific knowledge. A scientific breakthrough can be 

characterized by an initially very dynamic moment, which is followed by the 

emergence of new institutions as the topic gets attention on research agendas. As time 

passes, new hot topics emerge; some of them represent a bifurcation of the original 

scientific breakthrough (as seems the case for nanotubes), while others can be 

expected to stabilize. 
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In future research, we will propose to measure the self-organization of a topic 

of research as a reduction of uncertainty that may increase over time (Leydesdorff & 

Fritsch, 2006). In this article we have focused on a citation network that 

chronologically links a set of published documents. In this way we could look at 

codification and diffusion as attributes of the documents belonging to the network. In 

a following paper, we will examine how the distribution of citations and title words 

co-evolve, and under what conditions this co-evolution leads of uncertainty. 

 



 

 

Chapter 5. An Indicator of Research Front Activity: Measuring 

Intellectual Organization as Uncertainty Reduction in Document 

Sets* 

 

Abstract 
When using scientific literature to model scholarly discourse, a research specialty can 

be operationalized as an evolving set of related documents. Each publication can be 

expected to contribute to the further development of the specialty at the research front. 

The specific combinations of title words and cited references in a paper can then be 

considered as a signature of the knowledge claim in the paper: New words and 

combinations of words can be expected to represent variation, while each paper is at 

the same time selectively positioned into the intellectual organization of a field using 

context-relevant references. Can the mutual information among these three 

dimensions—title words, cited references, and sequence numbers—be used as an 

indicator of the extent to which intellectual organization structures the uncertainty 

prevailing at a research front? The effect of the discovery of nanotubes (1991) on the 

previously existing field of fullerenes is used as a test case. Thereafter, this method is 

applied to science studies with a focus on scientometrics using various sample 

delineations. An emerging research front about citation analysis can be indicated. 

 

Keywords: configuration, indicator, research front, nanotubes, citation, specialty, 

scientometrics, codification 

1. Introduction 

 The literary footprint of scientific communication in scholarly papers provides 

us with a map of the process of organizing and controlling the production of scientific 

knowledge (Price, 1965; Whitley, 1984). Small & Griffith (1974) were the first to 

operationalize research specialties as cognitive categories indicated by the citation 

relationships among documents. Garfield, Sher, & Torpie (1964) proposed to use 

citations for the historical reconstruction of scientific developments (cf. Pudovkin, & 

                                                 
* This chapter has been published as: Lucio-Arias, D., & Leydesdorff, L. (2009). An Indicator of 
Research Front Activity: Measuring Intellectual Organization as Uncertainty Reduction in Document 
Sets. Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology, 60 (12), 2488-2499 
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Garfield, 2002). In a previous study, we added the notion of evolutionary 

development in terms of variation and selection of cited references to the algorithmic 

historiography (Lucio-Arias & Leydesdorff, 2008). 

 In addition to cited references, scientific texts carry information indicated by 

selections of words and co-occurrences of words (Callon, Law, & Rip, 1986; 

Leydesdorff, 1991). Words, however, may have different meanings in various 

contexts (Hesse, 1980; Law & Lodge, 1984; Law, 1986; Leydesdorff, 1997b). 

Whereas cited references provide texts with contextual information, title words can 

carefully be selected by authors to position their knowledge claims at specific 

moments of time. Cited references position the text within a socio-cognitive domain 

along the time dimension, and can thus be expected to operate as codifiers. Words 

provide variation (“newness”) in the discourse, and, therefore, one can expect words 

to be less codified than cited references (Leydesdorff, 1989). However, there is no 

one-to-one relation between title words as variation and cited references as providing 

the structural and historical contexts; both cited references and title words can vary 

and be recombined. 

 New combinations can be expected in terms of both title words and cited 

references, and in the interactions between these two dimensions. The historical 

progression generates variation, but the aggregated system can be expected to develop 

by reorganizing its substantive content continuously. In other words, the history of the 

system is reflexively rewritten by the discourse (that is, an exchange of arguments and 

expectations). Citations can be used by authors to reconstruct the history of a field in 

texts from the perspective of hindsight (Wouters, 1999b). As new documents appear 

at the research front, the past is partially overwritten and forgotten at the supra-

individual level of the textual processing of information, meaning, and cognitive 

content (Kuhn, 1962; Garfield, 1975; Hellsten, Leydesdorff, & Wouters, 2006). 

 Two dynamics along the time axis are thus involved: The historical 

development of the socio-cognitive system with the arrow of time, and the 

evolutionary rewriting from the perspective of hindsight which is induced by the 

further development of, and reconstruction by, discursive knowledge. In other words, 

the textual process represents both historical development and its evolutionary 

restructuring in terms of intellectual organization. A socio-cognitive system of 

knowledge production and control can be expected to reorganize its content 

continuously along an emerging axis of codification. This emerging dynamics feeds 
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back on the historical development. The feedback potentially reduces uncertainty, 

which is generated with the arrow of time. Can this reduction of uncertainty be 

measured? 

 Although the development with the axis of time generates probabilistic 

entropy—because of the Second Law which holds equally for probabilistic entropy 

19—the reconstruction from the perspective of hindsight, that is, against the arrow of 

time, can be expected to reduce uncertainty in some configurations more than in 

others. This reduction of uncertainty within a system can be considered as a 

consequence of the increasing self-organization of discursive knowledge (embedded 

in texts) at an active research front. Processes of validation in that case organize new 

contributions intellectually into bodies of knowledge. 

 Self-organization can be indicated when variation produced by new 

publications at the research front is structured by codification standards that have 

emerged from previous publications. Authors can reflexively access these codified 

standards and reinforce them in new contributions. This reinforcement provides 

intellectual organization to the historically evolving networks of publications. If the 

self-organization stagnates, then an erosion of this structuring and, therefore, an 

increase of entropy would be expected. As a result of publishing, however, new 

disciplinary standards can be expected to emerge (Fujigaki, 1998a; Lucio-Arias & 

Leydesdorff, 2009a). 

 The development of research on fullerenes and nanotubes in the field of 

nanoscience and nanotechnology provides us with a test case to examine both stability 

and change at a research front. Fullerenes were discovered in 1985 (Kroto, Heath, 

O’Brien, Curl, & Smalley, 1985); 20 a Nobel Prize was awarded to Robert F. Curl, 

Harold W. Kroto, and Richard E. Smalley for this discovery in 1996. Nanotubes were 

discovered as a specific form of fullerenes in 1991 by Sumio Iijima (Iijima, 1991). 

After the discovery of nanotubes, the number of publications at this research front 

developed rapidly, while the number of publications in fullerenes stabilized during the 

1990s (Lucio-Arias & Leydesdorff, 2007, at p. 609). Nanotubes are expected to have 

more technological relevance than fullerenes. 

                                                 
19 Since S = kB H and kB is a constant (the Boltzmann constant), the development of S over time is a 
function of the development of H over time, and vice versa. 
20 The first document using fullerenes as one of its title words was published in 1987. 
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 In a previous study, we used HistCite™ for an algorithmic historiography of 

these two research fronts and showed that the history of fullerenes is more continuous, 

while the field of nanotubes is still being actively reconstructed from the side of the 

research front (Lucio-Arias & Leydesdorff, 2008). This study, however, was based on 

using cited references only. In this study, we extend the reconstruction with the 

dimension of title words and we use document sets instead of individual documents. 

 The resulting matrices of title words versus cited references can be expected to 

contain not only variation but also structure (Braam, Moed, & van Raan, 1991; 

Heimeriks, Leydesdorff, & Van den Besselaar, 2000;Van den Besselaar & Heimeriks, 

2006). Note that these matrices may be sparse because the combinations of title words 

and cited references in scientific texts are specific. Because of this specificity, one can 

expect the matrices to be useful as indicators of intellectual organization. Each text is 

represented as a matrix of title words versus cited references; matrices thereafter are 

aggregated in yearly sets along the time axis so that one obtains a cube of information 

as figure 1: 
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Figure 1. Three dimensions considered for the 

computation of the configurational information 
 

 The three-dimensional array enables us to compute mutual information among 

three dimensions or, in other words, “configurational information” (McGill, 1954; 

Abramson, 1963; Jakulin, 2005; Jakulin & Bratko, 2004; Leydesdorff, 2008; 
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Leydesdorff & Sun, 2009; Yeung, 2008). Unlike mutual information between two 

dimensions, this information measure can be either positive or negative and thus 

indicate either an increase or a reduction of the uncertainty prevalent in the set(s) 

under study.21 One expects new publications to increase uncertainty at the specialty 

level, but a reduction of uncertainty would indicate the presence of intellectual 

organization or, in other words, the operation (over time) of an active research front. 

A research front can be expected to reorganize its past continuously into current 

socio-cognitive terms and references. Can one thus envisage an indicator for the 

measurement of cognitive development at the level of a research specialty? 

2. Mutual and configurational information 

 Mutual information or transmission T between two dimensions x and y is 

defined as the difference between the sum of uncertainties in the two probability 

distributions minus their combined uncertainty, as follows: 

 

 xyyxxy HHHT  (1) 

 

in which formula xxxx ppH 2log  and xyxyxyxy ppH 2log (Shannon, 

1948). When the distributions x px and y py are independent, Txy = 0 and Hxy = Hx + 

Hy. In all other cases, Hxy < Hx + Hy, and therefore Txy is positive (Theil, 1972). The 

uncertainty which prevails when two probability distributions are combined is 

reduced by the transmission or mutual information between these distributions. 

                                                 
21 Both Yeung (2008, p. 59f.) and Krippendorff (2009, p. 200) noted that this information measure can 
no longer be considered as a Shannon-type measure because of the possible circularity in the 
information transfers. Shannon-type entropy measures are by definition linear and positive 
(Leydesdorff, 2009a). Since the measure sums Shannon-type measures in terms of bits of information, 
its dimensionality also consists of bits of information, and therefore it can be used as a measure of 
uncertainty and uncertainty reduction, respectively (Jakulin & Bratko, 2004; Jakulin, 2005). Yeung 
(2008, at pp. 51 ff.) further formalized the configurational information in three or more dimensions into 
the information measure *. 
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Figure 2. Relations between probabilistic entropies (H), transmissions (T), and  

configurational information ( *) for three interacting variables  
 

 When three probability distributions are combined, the resulting uncertainty 

can be positive, zero, or negative depending on the configuration resulting from the 

interaction terms among these sources. Figure 2 shows the relationships between the 

probabilistic entropies in each of the dimensions, their mutual information, and the 

possible configurations. The negative overlap in the right-hand picture ( * < 0) 

illustrates the possibility that the configurational information can disappear or even 

become negative. 

 In the left-hand picture, relations are redundant since the same information ( * 

> 0) is received in each dimension from two different sources (Jakulin, 2005). 

Reduction of uncertainty is generated in the right-hand picture because in addition to 

the mutual information between x and y, information can also be transmitted via the 

third system z. This third system can also be considered as part of a next-order 

structure which feeds back or forward on the transmission between x and y 

(Leydesdorff, 2009a). If uncertainty is reduced in this feedback system, a synergy is 

indicated. 

 McGill (1954) proposed calling this information—albeit with the opposite 

sign—configurational information. Yeung (2008) specified a corresponding 

information measure * which was formalized by Abramson (1963, at p. 129) as 

follows: 

 

 xyzyzxzxyzyxxyz HHHHHHH*  (2) 
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 Depending on how the different variations disturb and condition one another, 

the outcome of this measure can be positive or negative (or zero). In other words, the 

interactions among three sources of variance may reduce the uncertainty which 

prevails at the systems level. 

 For example, the relation between two parents can reduce uncertainty for a 

child when one parent’s answer to a question makes it possible to predict the answer 

of the other. The parents in this case structure the situation as a family system, but 

beyond the control of the child at the receiving end. Analogously, processes of 

codification in terms of cited references and title words used in a document set can 

reduce uncertainty for future scholars about how to position knowledge claims in new 

submissions. If this process becomes self-reinforcing, a specific code of 

communication can be expected to emerge. Such a code would operate as a latent 

feedback on the bottom-up construction of new knowledge claims which continue to 

feed this process substantively. 

 In other words, the interaction among three variations can endogenously 

generate a feedback mechanism that reduces the uncertainty within a system. This 

feedback operates as a recursive loop against the arrow of time (Maturana, 2000). We 

use this indicator below for the measurement of intellectual organization in document 

sets. First, we focus on contrasting examples of research in fullerenes versus 

nanotubes as a test case. Thereafter, we extend our reasoning to examples in science 

studies and the information sciences and focus on citation analysis. 

3. Data 

 The indicator is first applied to two sets of documents retrieved from the ISI 

Web of Science with (a) “fullerene*” and (b) “nanotube*” among their title words. 

We considered 8,415 documents containing the word fullerene and 17,984 containing 

the word nanotube. These records were downloaded in the first two weeks of March 

2007. 

 In the case of fullerenes, the analyzed documents cover 20 years, from 1987 to 

2006.22 Of the 8,286 title words in this set, 766 occurred ten or more times, and 3,756 

(of the 75,683) cited references were used by more than nine papers. For the case of 

nanotubes, 15 matrices—corresponding to the publication years 1992-2006—were 
                                                 
22 In 1988, no documents contained the word “fullerene(s)” among their title words. 
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analyzed containing 976 words, and 6,234 references occurred at least 10 times during 

the entire period. The configurational information is calculated for each of these 

matrices in relation to the respective matrix of the preceding year.23 

 In a later section, we shall generalize the proposed method by using document 

sets from our own field of studies—scientometrics—in order to facilitate the 

interpretation. Is the method so general that it would function even in very differently 

organized sciences? In order to test this possible generalization, 10,472 documents 

were downloaded with the word “citation*” among the title words, and 14,805 

documents with the word “paradigm*” in March 2008. 

 The documents using “paradigm” among their title words cover the period 

from 1956 to 2007. Kuhn’s seminal book for science studies entitled The Structure of 

Scientific Revolutions appeared in 1962. Before this date, the word “paradigm” was 

mostly used in the titles of publications in psychology. Although documents with the 

word “citation” in the title have appeared since 1922, we did not include titles 

published before 1964, since the number of documents per year with this title word 

was erratic during the early period.24 From 1964 onwards, however, a steady flow of 

publications with “citation” as title word corresponds to increasing research both in 

library and information science and in science and technology studies. Can the 

emergence of research fronts about “paradigm change” or “citation analysis” be 

distinguished in science studies, the information sciences, or their overlap in 

scientometrics? 

 Because we will find below that this question can be answered positively for 

“citation analysis” but not for the concept “paradigm,” we further analyzed documents 

published since 1945 in four relevant journals: (a) American Documentation, which in 

1969 was renamed the Journal of the American Society for Information Science 

(JASIS) and in 2001 became the Journal of the American Society for Information 

Science and Technology (JASIST), (b) the Journal of Documentation (since 1966), (c) 

the journal Information Processing & Management (since 1975) and (4) 

Scientometrics (since 1978). A total of 13,554 documents during the period 1945-

                                                 
23 The routines to compute the configurational information in a set of matrices is available at 
http://home.medewerker.uva.nl/d.p.lucioarias  or 
http://www.leydesdorff.net/software/synergy/index.htm .  
24 From 1922 to 1964 a total of 83 documents were published using “citation*” as a title word. 
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2007 are included in this set.25 The set contains 7,783 references cited by at least four 

documents, and 941 words which occurred in at least ten titles.26 

Set definition Nr of 
documents 

Nr of title 
words included 
in the analysis 

Nr of Cited 
References 
included 

Years Discussed 
in section 

“fullerene*” 8,353 986 3,756 1987-2006 4
“nanotube*” 17,984 995 5,713 1991-2006 4
“paradigm*” 14,805 1,011 40,487 1956-2007 5
“citation*”  10,472 965 14,989 1964-2007 5
Scientometrics 2,465 793 4,502 1978-2007 6
JASIST 5,034 1,008 4,422 1956-2007 6
IP&M 2,541 917 4,313 1975-2007 6
J Documentation 3,514 792 2,757 1945-2007 6

Table 1. Descriptive information about the various data sets used in the analysis 
  
 Table 1 summarizes the various datasets. All title words used in the various 

analyses were stemmed using the Porter algorithm (Willett, 2006). 

4. Fullerenes and Nanotubes 

 The discovery of the new carbon molecules—fullerenes—in 1985 revived an 

interest in self-assembled nanostructures that preceded the “Nanotechnology 

Revolution” (Tománek, 2008). In 1990, the invention of the Krätschmer-Huffman 

generator opened the field to research by providing a method for producing large 

quantities of purified fullerenes (Baggott, 1994). Sumio Iijima used the generator to 

replicate the finding of novel carbon tubular architectures that he had discovered ten 

years earlier with a transmission electron microscope (Iijima, 1991; Harris, 2009, at p. 

3). This discovery had the important effect of fullerenizing research in carbon 

nanotubes (Colbert & Smalley, 2002). Iijima’s seminal work allowed pure carbon 

polymers—first observed by Robert Bacon in 1960—to be understood in the context 

of the recently discovered fullerenes. 

 The results for the indicator * shown in Figure 3 indicate that for “fullerenes” 

( ) the prevailing uncertainty measured in bits of information decreased in the early 

years (1988-1994), but turned positive after 1997, that is, one year after the Nobel 

Prize for Chemistry was awarded for this discovery. In the case of nanotubes ( ), the 

lighter line in Figure 3 shows a continuous decline. In this case, μ* has been negative 

since 1994, when single-walled carbon nanotubes—reported for the first time in 

                                                 
25 Of these documents 617 overlap with the set of documents containing “citation*” as a title word. 
26 Our current software has a maximum capacity of 1024 column variables. We can extend beyond this 
limit, but this would require a substantial investment in software development.  
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1993—became the dominant topic of attention (Iijima, 2002a). The ongoing reduction 

of uncertainty indicates that the emerging feedback arrow of intellectual organization, 

is gaining in strength. 

 
Figure 3. Configurational information in bits of information  

for “fullerenes” and “nanotubes.”  
  

 After the stabilization of the yearly number of publications with “fullerene*” 

among their title words (since 1997), the configurational information in this field 

became positive. Despite the growing number of publications with “nanotube*” in the 

title and thus a larger variation (Lucio-Arias & Leydesdorff, 2007, at p. 609), the 

uncertainty in the communication at the systems level is in this case increasingly 

reduced. 

 In other words, the indicator suggests that the field of nanotubes is gaining 

self-organizing momentum in terms of the intellectual organization of the 

contributions. Even if first observed as a spin-off effect of research in fullerenes, the 

unique properties of the nanotubes and their promises for potential applications have 

attracted a great deal of attention (Iijima, 2002a). As nanotechnology pioneers 

transferred their interest increasingly from fullerenes to nanotubes (Tománek, 2008), 

this meant a shift of attention away from the field of “fullerenes” towards the more 

recently emerging research program of “nanotubes.” 

5. “Citations” and “Paradigms” 

 Unlike the natural sciences, in the social sciences theoretical concepts emerge 

in the literature not in response to discoveries, but in terms of new metaphors (Hesse, 

1980). Would the same dynamic of textual organization by intellectual organization 
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hold for this literature, or might it be specific to research fronts in the natural 

sciences? To answer this question, we focus on two concepts which have had a central 

impact on our own field of studies, that is, scientometrics.  

 Scientometrics can be defined as the quantitative study of scientific 

communication, and can thus be placed at the crossroads between science studies and 

the information sciences. Science studies emerged as a specialty in the 1970s after the 

breakthrough of Thomas Kuhn’s (1962) The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. Kuhn 

used the concept of paradigms to describe normal science as opposed to revolutionary 

science, which would be the exceptional case of paradigm change (Popper, [1935] 

1959). Kuhn’s approach triggered the so-called Popper-Kuhn debate in the philosophy 

of science (Lakatos & Musgrave, 1970), and in the sociology of science, it led to the 

claim that the content of science itself can be made the subject of sociological analysis 

(Barnes & Dolby, 1970; Bloor, 1976). Since that time, the question about the 

development of the sciences has turned increasingly into an empirical (instead of 

philosophical) one (e.g., Hackett, Amsterdamska, Lynch, & Wajcman, 2008). 

 In an early stage of this debate, Masterman (1970) noted that the term 

“paradigm” was not strictly defined by Kuhn (1962) and that many meanings of this 

term remained possible. One should also note that the word “paradigm” already had a 

clear meaning in linguistics before the First World War. For example, Ferdinand de 

Saussure (2006) distinguished “paradigms” from “syntagms.” In the meantime, 

however, the concept of “paradigm” has become part of the common vocabulary 

among scientists when they reflect on their scientific activities. Yet, it has not become 

a leading concept of a specific research field. In the sociology of scientific 

knowledge, for example, one distinguishes among different contexts (e.g., Barnes & 

Edge, 1982) or epistemes (e.g., Knorr-Cetina, 1999). We, therefore, chose “paradigm” 

in addition to “citation,” because citation analysis has become also a very common 

notion among scientists and, at the same time, functions as a constitutive term for the 

specialty of scientometrics. 

 Citation analysis was introduced into the context of the Science Citation Index 

mainly by Eugene Garfield (e.g.,1955). However, citation analysis became a more 

established routine only after the creation of an experimental version of the Science 

Citation Index in 1962 (Price, 1963, 1965; Garfield, 1972, 1979; Elkana, Lederberg, 

Merton, Thackray, & Zuckerman, 1978). The establishment of the journal 

Scientometrics in 1978 marked the beginning of this research area, which initially 
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developed in close proximity to other journals in science and technology studies. 

During the 1990s, the link with journals in the information sciences such as JASIST 

became increasingly important for the further development of this specialty 

(Leydesdorff & Van den Besselaar, 1997; Van den Besselaar, 2000; Leydesdorff, 

2007a). 

R2 = 0.811
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Figure 4. Configurational information in bits for “citations” ( ) and  

“paradigms” ( ) as title words 
 

 In Figure 4, the lighter (brown) line ( ) indicates the development of μ* 

among documents with “citation*” as one of their title words. After an irregular 

pattern in the early years (1962-1975), the introduction and diffusion of the Science 

Citation Index seems to stabilize this research field during the second half of the 

1970s and the 1980s. The trend line in Figure 4 suggests that the 1990s, witnessed the 

emergence of citation analysis as an endogenously organized field of studies. 

Although continuously declining, the configurational information is still positive as of 

2007. 

 The black line ( ) shows the development of μ* for documents with 

“paradigm*” as one of their title words. In this case, the configurational information is 

always positive and increases over time. According to our hypothesis, this would 

indicate a lack of intellectual organization between the dimensions of cited references 

and title words at the aggregated level of the set, even though the yearly numbers of 

publications increased from 18 in 1962 to 851 in 2007. 
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 Perhaps, the results for paradigms respond to heterogeneity of the set caused 

by over-aggregation of documents from diverse disciplines, whereas the use of this 

word (“paradigm*”) may be more specific at the disciplinary level. This hypothesis 

can be tested by disaggregating the set in more disciplinarily confined subsets; for 

example, according to whether the journals are included in the Science Citation Index, 

Social Science Citation Index or the Arts & Humanities Citation Index. In these 

smaller sets one can expect more homogeneity than at the aggregated level.  

 Figure 5 shows a more fluctuating pattern in each of these three smaller sets. 

However, the long term trends (indicated as dashed lines) in the Science Citation 

Index and the Social Science Citation Index are negative, while this trend remains 

slightly positive in the Arts & Humanities Citation Index. (The subsets cannot be 

directly compared to the total set because of different frequencies in the co-

occurrences of words and cited references in the various sets.) The ongoing processes 

of codification in the three databases accords with the expectation that codification is 

lowest in the arts and humanities and becoming more equal over time among the 

social sciences and the natural (and life) sciences. 
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Figure 5. Configurational information in bits for “paradigms” in the Science Citation  

Index (n = 8,641), the Social Science Citation Index (n = 7,066),  
and the Arts & Humanities Citation Index (n = 1,848) 

 
 In summary, the set with “paradigm*” among the title words cannot be 

considered as intellectually organized at the level of the database, while the set with 
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“citation*” was indicated as increasingly organized. Given this initial result, we 

decided to generate a more refined representation of the discourse in scientometrics 

by focusing on all documents published in four relevant journals in the information 

sciences. 

6. Scientometrics as a further specialization of the information sciences 

 We retrieved all documents from the Web of Science which have appeared in 

the Journal of Documentation (since 1966), American Documentation (1955), JASIS 

(1969), JASIST (2001),27 Information Processing & Management (1975), and 

Scientometrics (1978) as another representation of research in the relevant field of 

science (see Table 1 above). These journals were selected based on results that 

indicate scientometrics as a subfield of information science (Van den Besselaar & 

Heimeriks, 2006). 

 
Figure 6. Configurational information in bits for four  

journals related to the scientometric discourse 
 

 In Figure 6, the ongoing reduction of uncertainty follows a similar long-term 

trend for JASIST ( ), Scientometrics ( ) and IP&M ( ) since the late 1970s, but 

much less so for the Journal of Documentation ( ). The publication of Scientometrics 

in 1978 induced a first process of codification at the field level indicated in Figure 6 

                                                 
27 The journal entitled American Documentation changed its name to the Journal of the American 
Society for Information Science in 1969, and to the Journal of the American Society of Information 
Science and Technology in 2001. 
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with a trend line between 1979 and 1987.28 JASIST ( ) followed this trend in the 

1990s, that is, a decade later, and IP&M joins the development of these standards in 

this millennium. 
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Figure 7. Two-year moving averages of number of publications during 1992-2007  

for JASIST, Scientometrics, IP&M, and the Journal of Documentation 
 

 Although there is no direct relation between the numbers of publications and 

the configurational information,29 Figure 7 enables us to make an argument that 

participation in the set under the condition of increased codification can stimulate the 

growth of a journal in terms of the number of contributions. The initial growth of 

Scientometrics during the 1980s falls outside this figure, but during the 1990s one can 

observe the increasing volume of JASIST, and during the 2000s the increase in 

numbers of publications in IP&M. The Journal of Documentation which hitherto 

participates much less in this process decreases in terms of numbers of documents. 

We do not wish to infer causality, but the figure supports our idea that increased 

intellectual organization enables a journal to absorb more contributions. The launch of 

the Journal of Informetrics by Elsevier in 2007 underlines this argument. 

                                                 
28 Our method requires at the minimum two years of data, and therefore the first point for 
Scientometrics is indicated in Figure 5 at the date of 1979.  
29 The maximum entropy scales with (the product of) the number of textual attributes which is included 
in the research design, that is, the size of the matrix. 
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 The results for the Journal of Documentation ( ) suggest that this journal 

includes research in topics broader than the other three journals, and therefore is less 

affected by the process of codification and the consequential decrease of uncertainty 

at the systems level. For this reason, this journal was not included in the estimation of 

the reduction of uncertainty at the level of the emerging specialty provided in Figure 

8. 

 
Figure 8. Configurational information in bits for the aggregated journals  

related to the scientometric discourse 
 

 The combined set of Scientometrics, JASIST, and IP&M (in Figure 8) shows 

more decline than each of the participating curves (Figure 6). The curve for “the three 

journals combined” is steeper than the curves for Scientometrics, IP&M or JASIST as 

individual journals. As noted, an additional effect of the interaction at the specialty 

level is indicated. The three journals overlap in their topic space. Indeed, one would 

expect the discourse (about citation analysis) to develop its code of communication at 

a level above that of individual journals (Luhmann, 1990b; Leydesdorff, 2007b). The 

emerging code can then be reflected in each of the journals from a specific 

perspective, although it remains itself a latent variable. One can consider this latent 

variable as a strategic vector (in this case, intellectual organization) which may 

develop a feedback to the domain in which it emerges. 

 Three periods are suggested in Figure 8 which one can recognize as part of the 

history of the field. First, citation analysis was shaped during the 1980s with a focus 
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in the journal Scientometrics. During the 1990s, JASIST played as much a central role 

in codifying this field as Scientometrics. The field was relatively broadened and 

reorganized in the framework of information science and technology. This is also a 

period in which other themes such as Internet research were topical. Since 2000, 

citation analysis became an essential tool in the ranking exercises and the evaluation 

of scientific research. IP&M became a third journal with this specific focus. 

 Note that the processes under study require a perspective of decades and not a 

few years. The values of the configurational information even become negative for 

the combined set after 2002 indicating an increasing synergy. Scientometrics is the 

only journal that already participates in this synergy to the extent of an overall 

reduction of uncertainty (that is, a negative value of *) since 2006. JASIST and 

IP&M, however, can be expected to follow suit in the years to come. 

7. Conclusions and Discussion 

 By using sets of scientific documents, can the development of discursive 

knowledge be indicated? In Lucio-Arias and Leydesdorff (2008), we used Kullback 

and Leibler’s (1951) relative entropy measure to indicate evolutionary turning points 

in a network of documents, and we specified how documents can become “obliterated 

by incorporation” when their content is increasingly codified in scientific discourse 

(Merton, 1979). That study, however, used individual documents as units of analysis. 

Documents—as events—may indicate crucial turning points and main paths to 

varying degrees. 

 In this study, we assumed a systems perspective. Science as a complex system 

can be expected to exhibit non-linear dynamics, including stabilizations along 

trajectories and self-organization of socio-cognitive regimes. The latter can be 

expected to feed back on the historical developments as organizing principles. Our 

claim is that the information generated from the configuration of title words and cited 

references in consecutive years provides an indicator of this process of socio-

cognitive self-organization. We first found that after an initial period, the research 

program focusing on fullerenes no longer exhibited the property of reducing 

uncertainty at the level of the set. In the case of nanotubes, however, since 1993, the 

reduction of uncertainty has been continuously reinforced. This reduction of 

uncertainty indicates that intellectual organization of the information is operating as a 

latent but increasingly controlling variable.  
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 During this co-evolution between historical stabilization at the trajectory level 

and evolutionary globalization as a feedback from the regime level, the dependency 

relations can be expected to change. Although the latent variable is first constructed 

“bottom-up” as a code in the communication, socio-cognitive control in the 

increasingly codified system is exerted “top-down.” The specific codification at the 

level of the specialty emerges with history but operates as an evolutionary (selection) 

mechanism on the historical development that continues to provide the variation. 

However, the emergent variable can only be measured in terms of its footprints in the 

observable variation. The hypothesized selection mechanism of intellectual 

organization at the supra-individual level can thus be indicated.  

 There are no a priori reasons why this reasoning would hold only in the 

natural sciences. Although the natural sciences are codified more than (and differently 

from) the social sciences (e.g., Price, 1970; Bensman, 2008). One can expect 

codification to be a function of scholarly discourse which is focused on the refinement 

and elaboration of arguments. However, the social sciences are differently organized; 

for example, one cannot expect single words to pinpoint discoveries that gave 

constitutive rise to research specialties as in the case of fullerenes and nanotubes. 

Innovations are brought about by important new metaphors like the concept of 

“paradigm” introduced by Kuhn (1962) or the introduction of new instrumentalities 

like “citation analysis” (Garfield, 1972; Price, 1984). 

 The concept “paradigm” could not be shown above to indicate a document set 

displaying increased intellectual organization. On the contrary, the term became 

diffused among a variety of specialties and has become more common among authors 

in the understanding and reflexive description of scientific developments. “Citation,” 

however, after an initial period, could be used to indicate decreasing uncertainty, but 

only since 1992 (Figure 4). Further analysis of the relevant journals in terms of the 

development of title words and cited references shows decreasing uncertainty at the 

level of the set of journals since the late 1960s. This ongoing process of codification is 

visible in the set of documents from Scientometrics since the initial year of this 

journal’s publication in 1978.  

 The document set from Scientometrics initiated a more pronounced decrease 

in uncertainty at the field level during the 1980s, and this codification was reinforced 

during the 1990s by the contributions in JASIST and intensified by Information 

Processing & Management during the 2000s. The three journals combined play an 
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important role in the ongoing development of a new code in communications at the 

level of the combined sets. The emerging code manifests itself increasingly in terms 

of specific combinations of title words and cited references which are considered 

appropriate for contributions containing new knowledge claims. The Journal of 

Documentation, with its focus on library more than information sciences, participated 

in this development to a lesser extent. 

 In summary, we model the development of the sciences as an evolving 

communication of expectations in scientific discourses. The scientific expectations are 

materialized in texts which report about experiments or other forms of observation. 

Insofar as the arguments in these texts are increasingly validated in terms of other—

previously codified and therefore theoretically relevant—expectations, a research 

front can be expected to develop. The evolving horizon of expectations can then 

couple on the textual circulation so that uncertainty on either side of this co-evolution 

is increasingly reduced because of further specification. The synergy generated by this 

relative closure can be indicated by the proposed measure. Synergy, self-organization, 

and operational closure, however, can be counterbalanced by the opening forces of 

differentiation and growth (Dolfsma & Leydesdorff, 2009; Leydesdorff, 2009b). 





 

 

Chapter 6. Summary and Conclusions

Is the process of intellectual organization in the sciences amenable to 

measurement? 

I have argued that self-organization in the intellectual dimension emerges from 

the communicative interactions between scientists and can be measured as reductions 

of uncertainty in the textual domain. The conceptualization of the development of 

science generated by the interdependent interactions between social, cognitive and 

textual factors follows from the assumption that the main function in science is the 

development of discursive knowledge. Assuming the perspective of communication-

systems theory, which emphasizes the discursive nature of scientific knowledge, the 

development of the sciences can be modelled as co-evolutions between cognitive and 

social contexts which are retained in the textual dimension. 

This communicative turn allows simplifying the system producing scientific 

knowledge to the literary footprint of scientific communication, commonly used in the 

field of scientometrics but seldom reflected upon. In the field of scientometrics, the 

metaphor of a “a tail wagging a dog” has been used recently to warn of the dangers of 

the use and design of scientometric indicators without appropriate theoretical 

reflections (Garfield, 2009). The contextualization of a literary model (Price, 1965; 

Garfield, 1979) together with the operationalization of the dynamics of the system in 

terms of attributes of scientific publications requires the consideration of sociological 

and philosophical reflections on the mechanisms of growth and change. 

The circumstances surrounding knowledge production are concerns in 

sociological accounts of science (Hackett, Amsterdamska, Lynch, & Wajcman, 2008, 

at p. 4). But science is not only a social institution, and the predominant theories 

should respond to more than social factors (Newton-Smith, 2001, at p. 6). In the 

philosophy of science, concerns focus on the epistemological nature and the validity 

of knowledge claims. Emphasizing the discursive dimension as the driver of scientific 

progress allows bridging between people and cognitions in their contexts, between the 

sociological queries that characterize the Sociology of Scientific Knowledge and the 

philosophical concerns about methods and knowledge production. Accordingly, in 

this dissertation the social organization of science is not isolated from the knowledge 

produced (Whitley [1984], 2000, at p. 2). 
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A more in-depth reflection on the sociological and philosophical 

considerations regarding the production of scientific knowledge are contained in the 

first two chapters of this dissertation. They provide the methodological and theoretical 

contributions that were elaborated in the empirical studies. I proceed by summarizing 

the main theoretical arguments of the dissertation—Chapters One and Two—as well 

as the empirical findings which are contained in Chapters Three, Four, and Five. 

Some methodological as well as theoretical reflections follow the summary of the 

chapters. I conclude with a discussion of some limitations of the study and the 

formulation of further research questions. 

1. Summary 

In the first chapter, science was introduced as a system producing discursive 

knowledge. While approaches to the scientific enterprise from the Sociology of 

Scientific Knowledge have emphasized the context of production, the emphasis on 

communications used in this study allows us to conceptualize science as a system in 

permanent change where the socio-cognitive and the textual are intertwined 

constantly conditioning and enabling each other in their co-evolutions. 

The generation of a functioning structure out of the interaction and 

interrelation of communications among scientists allows us to specify science as a 

communication system: a communication system producing discursive knowledge. 

The latter can be considered as a further refinement—codification—of meaning in 

scientific communications (Luhmann, 2002b; Leydesdorff, 2007b). Luhmann’s (1986; 

1990a) suggestion to place emphasis on communications in order to understand how 

meaning is processed in social systems, was introduced in the second chapter to 

understand science as a system producing meaningful information. 

Given the relationship between the interaction of communications and the 

functioning structure one can characterize the system producing scientific knowledge 

as autopoietic, that is, as the network of productions of components which realize the 

network that produced them and constitute the system (Maturana & Varela, 1980, p. 

80). The use of autopoiesis to understand the dynamics in science required defining 

the output of the system as a consequence of the interactions between the elements of 

the system. For this reason, a further refinement was the assumption that scientific 

publication is the basic—autopoietic—operation of the system. The process of 

producing and validating knowledge claims was thus acknowledged as discursive by 
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nature; it is generated from the communications among scientists. Furthermore, the 

discursive practices are reflexive: scientists communicate according to and deviating 

from what has been communicated in the past. 

Earlier scientometricians had a similar conceptualization of science without 

these semantic formalizations. Nalimov (1991) justified that science was a system 

because the flow of publications had a structure. He argued that science had a 

“a structure. It is structured by citations. Citations show, how 

separate publications are related to one another, how science is 

developing as a result of interaction of publications in a 

particular domain and even in several domains. Thus what 

citation characterizes is not the achievement of a separate 

scientist but a contribution to the information process” (Nalimov, 

in Wouters, 1999a, at p 90, italics mine). 

 

I formalized the information process mentioned in this quotation as the 

development of discursive knowledge. Following the definition that communications 

are the main carriers of this knowledge, the system can be defined as the networks of 

scientific publications and their interactions. Networks provide not only a 

representation of the emergent intellectual structures but also the means to link the 

structural properties to the dynamic process of producing scientific knowledge. 

Discursive knowledge emerges from a process of refinement and elaboration of 

arguments. Furthermore, this discursive characteristic of scientific knowledge 

provides the means for the organization of the knowledge produced. 

The definitive attribute that typified the production of scientific knowledge as 

systematic is expressed in the relationships between the publications, which define the 

identity of the system at any given moment, as well as its dynamics. These 

relationships are the result of the operation of the selection mechanisms that are 

detailed in Chapter Two. Three selection mechanisms were indicated as operating in 

the production of new knowledge claims and providing the systems dynamics: (i) the 

instantaneous positioning of a publication in the network in terms of its (e.g., citation) 

relations with other texts, (ii) the positioning of this publication in relation to other 

publications along the time axis, and (iii) the reflexive re-positioning and rewriting of 

the knowledge content of the paper in the further process of developing discursive 

knowledge (Lucio-Arias & Leydesdorff, 2009a). 
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The first two selection mechanisms relate to the mediation between the context 

of discovery and the context of justification that was introduced in Chapter One. An 

author performs the first selection when constructing the paper as an output of the 

context of discovery. Subsequently, the peer review processes that validate the 

knowledge claims articulate the context of justification in the systematic production 

of discursive knowledge. The third selection mechanism incorporates the intellectual 

feedback into the non-linear dynamics of this complex process. The operation of these 

three selection mechanisms makes the development of science reflexive with respect 

to its history. While the first and second selection mechanisms can socially be 

organized, the operation of the third selection mechanisms inflicts self-organization in 

a next-order dynamics of the intellectual—that is, relatively delocalized—dimension 

that recursively feeds back into the system. 

Recursivity operates as a consequence of reflexivity in the communications. 

This reflexivity is enhanced by the textual dimension which allows scientists to 

communicate their findings as well as their interpretations of previous findings. This 

also implies that a contribution made by a scientist is subject to (re-)interpretation in 

the future. The historical developments of discursive knowledge stabilize 

communications along disciplinary trajectories. Meanwhile, reconstructions from the 

perspective of hindsight—following the recursive operation of the third selection 

mechanism—provide communications with codified meaning. 

In other words, while the production of scientific knowledge provides the 

system with a first-order dynamics, the produced knowledge is organized through 

second-order dynamics. This second-order intellectual (self-)organization provides 

codes of communication that feedback on the first-order production. The development 

of discursive knowledge thus needs to consider (a) its instantiation in terms of 

publications, and (b) its memory traces that recursively feedback into the system 

(Giddens, 1981, at p. 171) 

The specification of three selection mechanisms enables us to bridge the 

communication systems perspective with operationalizable network structures. The 

link between the theoretically defined system of communication, publications as the 

basic autopoietic operation, and the emergent network structures justified the methods 

used in the subsequent chapters. 

The purpose of Chapter Three was to understand the emergence of knowledge 

as a consequence of the discovery of fullerenes—and the subsequent discovery of 
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nanotubes—and their effects on the structures of scientific communications. Different 

network analyses suggested that even though a unified research specialty covering 

both fullerene and nanotube topics emerged from the discoveries, nanotube research 

acquired its own dynamics and became differentiated from fullerene research during 

the 1990s. 

The production of scientific knowledge that follows a scientific discovery can 

be very dynamic in the beginning: new institutions and codes of communication are 

expected to emerge as the topic gets attention on research agendas. As a result, new 

hot topics may emerge, as in the case of nanotubes which seemed to emerge from the 

original scientific breakthrough of fullerenes. 

Further analysis of the relationship between research on fullerenes and on 

nanotubes was presented in the Fourth Chapter. The operationalization of science 

using the literary model allowed an algorithmic reconstruction of the cognitive history 

for both specialties. The historical reconstruction based on publications with 

“fullerenes” and “nanotubes” as part of their titles was enhanced algorithmically to 

characterize the intellectual bases of both these specialties. This supported the 

findings from Chapter Three. The specialties became differentiated in terms of their 

cognitive historiography. Furthermore, research on nanotubes seemed to be more 

dynamic, as cognitive transitions among documents suggested that the intellectual 

base was not stable. 

In Chapter Five, self-organization of a research specialty was measured as 

reduction of uncertainty in different periods of time (Leydesdorff & Fritsch, 2006). 

Self-organization was measured as the information processing capacities of a 

specialty based on the tensions that arise between processes of codification and 

variation at the research fronts. Theories, scholars and texts are mutually co-evolving 

in the production of discursive knowledge. For example, text and cognitions are 

combined with other social resources such as funding and infrastructure. New theories 

are sometimes the result of new instruments as in the discovery of fullerenes after the 

introduction to the scientific community of high definition electro microscopes like 

the Scanning Tunneling Microscope. 

In sum, the social, textual and cognitive dimensions are mutually dependent 

and interacting. The importance of publications as the carriers of discursive 

knowledge makes the hypothesis of self-organization of discursive knowledge 

amenable to testing using the textual dimension, but the textual layer itself can also be 
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expected to develop its own dynamics. Configurational information was used to 

indicate self-organized specialties in Chapter Five. The results suggested that the 

research fronts behave more dynamically—in terms of their property to absorb new 

contributions—when the intellectual dimension was self-organizing. This follows 

arguments introduced in the earlier chapters about the properties that the intellectual 

dimension has to structure the variation provided in new publications. 

Results of configurational information for fullerenes and nanotubes confirmed 

the differentiation of these specialties, as indicated in Chapters Three and Four. While 

for fullerenes uncertainty was reduced until 1994 and behaved erratically thereafter, 

for nanotubes a constant reduction of uncertainty from 1994 suggests a self-

organizing research specialty that is no longer part of the specialty of fullerenes. 

Moving on to the social sciences, the indicator was used to measure the 

uncertainty prevailing in documents with “paradigms” or “citations” as part of their 

title words. On the one hand, for paradigms, the result was erratic and difficult to 

interpret, suggesting that the topic did not represent a self-organized specialty. This 

was confirmed when the results were disaggregated in terms of indices: while the 

remaining uncertainty for documents with paradigms as part of their title words was 

reduced for the case of documents contained in the Science Citation Index (and less so 

in the Social Science Citation Index); the erratic behavior for the remaining 

uncertainty in documents contained in the Arts and Humanities Citation Index 

confirmed that the word is not codified enough to represent a specialty or topic of 

research. On the other hand, the results for documents with “citation” as part of their 

title word indicated that the topic was increasingly self-organized. 

Discourses in the social sciences require different specifications than in the 

natural sciences in terms of their operational delineation. While for fullerenes and 

nanotubes, the title words provided a meaningful number of closely related 

documents, in the social sciences, delineations of discourse are better operationalized 

in terms of journals (Leydesdorff & Cozzens, 1993). To gain further insight on the 

results obtained for citation, a discourse on scientometrics was represented by 

documents contained in the Journal of Documentation, the Journal of the American 

Society of Information Science and Technology, Scientometrics, and, Information 

Processing and Management. 

In terms of a scientometric discourse, the indicator reinforced the previous 

conclusion regarding dynamic research fronts. Processes of codification resulting in 
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reduction of uncertainty at the research front stimulate the growth of the scientometric 

specialty—again in terms of contributions. Increased intellectual organization can be 

expected to enable a journal to absorb more contributions. This was the case for 

Scientometrics, the Journal of the American Society of Information Science and 

Technology, and Information Processing and Management. 

While in Chapter Four, the Kullback & Leibler’s (1951) relative entropy 

measure was used to indicate evolutionary turning points in a network of documents, 

in Chapter Five, configurational information was used to measure the absolute 

entropy in a set of documents. Entropy measures uncertainty in a probability 

distribution; reductions of configurational information for the distribution of cited 

references and title words in publication years was associated with self-organization 

of the intellectual structures: with a synergetic co-evolution of the intellectual, social 

and textual dimension. 

2. Methodological reflections 

The literary simplification of the system of scientific knowledge production 

allows us not only to use networks to model scientific developments but also to use 

probabilistic entropy to measure uncertainty contained in the networks when these are 

decomposed as probabilistic distributions. 

Entropy statistics stem from the Mathematical Theory of Communication 

(Shannon, 1948) where information was defined as uncertainty contained in a 

probability distribution. Earlier in this concluding chapter, the reflexivity of scientific 

discourse was explained; this reflexivity implies a selection on Shannon-type 

information. When a scientist submits a contribution and when its knowledge claim is 

validated through the peer review—operation of the first and second selection 

mechanisms—variation is introduced in the system. This variation can be expected to 

increase uncertainty in the system. The operation of the codes of communication in a 

next-order dynamics potentially reduces this uncertainty by structuring the variation 

in terms of the codes of communication. 

Publications can be decomposed into distributions of attributes containing 

Shannon-type information. The system of science—the system producing scientific 

knowledge—has the capacity to organize this information into meaningful discourses. 

Thus the information produced by new publications needs to be defined with 
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reference to this system in order to determine how the selection mechanisms condition 

each other resulting in potential decreases of the uncertainty contained. 

Intellectual structures emerge from the constant stream of publications, as a 

consequence of the operation of the selection mechanisms. But these intellectual 

structures are in constant flux; their cognitive trajectories are continuously updated by 

new knowledge claims. Using scientific publications as the basic operation in the 

production of discursive knowledge, the variation introduced by new knowledge 

claims can be understood as probabilistic entropy. In Chapter Three, network 

algorithms were used to identify change produced by variations in scientific 

discourse. Probabilistic entropy—Chapters Four and Five—allows us to define 

communications mathematically. Structural change can be indicated when the 

probabilistic entropy i.e. uncertainty—is reduced at the systems level. 

Uncertainty is the result of the variations produced in social and cultural 

contexts. In other words, it can be expressed in terms of the expected information 

content of one event in relation to a previous one. In our case, publications are defined 

as the events and their information content is measured in terms of the probability 

distributions of cited references and title words in citing documents. 

This definition of uncertainty in terms of the information content of messages 

was used in Chapter Three. The Kullback-Leibler divergence was used to measure 

critical transitions in terms of the information content of three sequential documents. 

The meaning of this transition in evolutionary systems was introduced in the 

Introductory Chapter. For the case of our model, the probabilistic distributions were 

defined in terms of citing and cited relations. 

In Chapter Five, reductions of uncertainty due to intellectual self-organization 

were measured using the combination of title words (to represent variation) and cited 

references (to represent intellectual structuring). The concept of configurational 

information or mutual information was used to measure the uncertainty remaining 

after the co-evolution of the textual, social and cognitive dimensions. 

3. Theoretical reflections 

In this summary I have argued hitherto that the dynamics of science need to be 

specified in terms of linear and nonlinear dynamics: in terms of variation and 

structuring selections. Publications provide variation and linear (additive) change to 
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the system. Selection of valid knowledge claims provides recursivity to the system. 

Codification emerges form the further articulation of knowledge claims in new 

publications by considering some knowledge claims as more relevant than others. The 

intellectual dimension is contingent upon the continuous stream of publications, but at 

the same time acts as a coordination mechanism. 

This formalization offers a complementary perspective to scientometric 

approaches to the study of patterns and mechanisms of change in scientific literature. 

The existing approaches measure change from the perspective of hindsight as a 

disruption in the intellectual dimension (Chen, 2006). The heuristics of this study 

have been to measure stabilization and change as a consequence of analytically 

specified subdynamics. While variation is pertinent to the context of discovery and 

socially organized at the lab bench, stabilization provided by the intellectual 

dimension is relevant to the context of justification and cognitively organized in the 

form of discursive knowledge (carried by the textual dimension.) 

The measurement of the sciences proposed in this dissertation stems from a 

view of science in which the intellectual, social and textual dimensions are 

intertwined: they interact conditioning and enabling each other in co-evolutions and 

mutual shapings. Their co-evolution shapes the structures that enable and constrain 

the development of the sciences as a result of the individual scientists’ 

communications. 

In the Structure of Scientific Revolutions, Kuhn (1962) juxtaposed the 

accumulative role of scientific knowledge to the idea of paradigmatic revolutions. 

Progress in science was defined in terms of three different stages with paradigm shifts 

as the central process. Pre-paradigmatic science was characterized by scientists 

inductively creating hypotheses but without a dominant theory to organize the 

communications among them. Following the pre-paradigm stage, normal science was 

characterized by a consensus among scientists on the relevant concepts and theories of 

the field (ibid, p.5). This phase required a comprehensive body of knowledge that 

scientists agreed upon (ibid, p. 10). 

The conceptual tools in Kuhn’s paradigms reduced the uncertainty for the 

production of new knowledge claims. Kuhn’s definition of science as 

incommensurable paradigms depicted scientific developments as the continuous 

elaboration, revision and refinement of successful scientific theories guiding research 

in specific problem areas, until it is superseded by a new paradigm. The reflexivity of 
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the communications is essential in Kuhn’s explanation of the shifts in paradigms—

“the resolution of revolutions is by selection within the scientific community of the 

fittest way to practice future science” (Kuhn, 1962, at p. 171, italics mine)— which is 

consistent with the operation of the selection mechanisms specified in this 

dissertation. 

Similarly, in this dissertation the hypothesis of a paradigm shift could be made 

measurable as reorganization in the communication structures. Communications 

within a paradigm can be expected to self-organize; each new publication provides 

variation but at the same time re-produces the paradigmatic structure. The self-

organizing structures will tend to differentiate as a consequence of the variation when 

the structure is not reproduced but disturbed. Previous sections of this chapter 

summarized the case of research on nanotubes as a spin-off effect of research on 

fullerenes which differentiated soon thereafter (Chapters Three, Four, and Five). 

Differentiation of scientific specialties formalizes Derek de Solla Price idea of science 

as a big jigsaw puzzle “where strategically important pseudopods” were made to 

erupt (Price, 1978, italics mine). 

In summary, the development of the sciences was modelled as evolving 

communication structures in scientific discourses. In this model, the social and 

cognitive dimensions are represented in scientific texts. While the social dimension 

provides variation to the system, the reflexivity of the communications allows us to 

measure the intellectual structures from the perspective of hindsight. These 

intellectual structures operate through the reflexive selection (the third selection 

mechanisms as defined in Chapter Two and introduced earlier in this text). 

The dynamics in discursive knowledge are determined by the co-evolution 

between variation and selection. While in theories of biological evolution variation 

and selection are separate process, reflexivity of the communication system defines 

them as interdependent and structurally coupled: the constant streams of publications 

create and (re)create the structures that select from variations. In the development of 

discursive knowledge, variation interacts with the selective structures in each 

instantiation, i.e. in each publication. 
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4. Limitations and further work 

In this dissertation, scientific communication was assumed as the main driver 

of scientific development. In accordance with the importance of scientific texts, 

scientific communication was reduced to its literary footprint. The accuracy of 

representing science using scientific literature has been argued before (Price, 1965 ; 

Garfield, 1979; Wouters, 1999b). Nevertheless, the model built using the information 

inscribed in scientific literature falls short in recognizing particularities at the local 

level. Additionally, in this representation of science the citation preferences among 

scientists—which are neither homogeneous nor unambiguous—determine the 

networks structures that represent the intellectual organization. 

The use of citation data in empirical studies should take into consideration 

possible biases that respond to overestimation of the contributions from elite scientists 

at the expense of an underestimation of the contributions of average scientists 

(MacRoberts & MacRoberts, 1987; 1989). Nevertheless, it has been noted that error 

in the measurement is common when analyzing social phenomena quantitatively, as a 

consequence of the aggregation of behavior (Zuckerman, 1987). Furthermore, the use 

of probabilistic entropy to measure self-organization in the intellectual dimension is 

about relative rather than absolute frequencies (Stigler, 1987). 

Nevertheless, knowledge is relational by nature; it is situated and should be 

studied in its context. In this sense, validation in terms of expert interviews was 

desirable. A first attempt to validate the results obtained from the study of ‘fullerenes’ 

and ‘nanotubes’ proved difficult as researchers did not easily recognize a quantitative 

reconstruction of their specialty. 

Shannon’s concept of information is defined independently of context and 

meaning. It provides measures of similarity in probability distributions and as such 

can be applied to understand many of the dynamics of producing scientific 

knowledge. In this dissertation I used title words and cited references to test the 

hypothesis of self-organization in the intellectual dimension as organizing discursive 

knowledge and to understand science as an evolutionary system where variation 

produced at the social dimension (operationalized as title words) co-evolves with the 

selective structures that operate in the intellectual dimension (operationalized as cited 

reference). A follow-up of this study, considering variation in the distribution of citing 

documents could provide complementary results; in that case, the cited references 
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would inform about the structures while the citing documents would indicate 

variation. 

Furthermore, traditional ways of communication between scientists have been 

affected by the inclusion of the Internet in the research practices (Heimeriks & 

Vasileiadou, 2008). In this dissertation, a representation of research on the selected 

cases was built using the ISI Web of Knowledge as the primary source of information. 

However, it can be expected that the inclusion of publications outside this main 

stream database as well as open access journals will not change the overall results of 

the suggested indicators. Nevertheless, using Google Scholar might provide a more 

accurate representation of contemporary ways of communication among scientists. 
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Samenvatting 

De focus op communicatie maakt het mogelijk om in dit proefschrift de 

wetenschap te conceptualiseren als een systeem dat continu verandert en waarin het 

sociaal-cognitieve en het tekstuele in een constante interactie met elkaar zijn 

verstrengeld. Vanwege het belang van de interactie en interrelatie tussen 

wetenschappelijke communicatie-uitingen, kan de wetenschap tevens 

gekarakteriseerd worden als een communicatiesysteem dat discursieve kennis 

produceert. Verwacht wordt dat de discursieve aard van wetenschappelijke kennis de 

betekenisgeving in wetenschappelijke communicatie verder verfijnt. 

De bijkomende aanname dat publicaties functionele simplificaties zijn van 

wetenschappelijke communicatie, stelt ons in staat om wetenschappelijke 

ontwikkelingen te modelleren en te meten aan de hand van haar schriftelijke sporen. 

De nadruk op schriftelijke communicatie heeft als bijkomend voordeel dat publicaties 

de contexten van ontdekking en verantwoording overbruggen. Deze contexten zijn in 

de wetenschapsfilosofie aangevoerd om onderscheid te maken tussen de dagelijkse 

sociale condities waarbinnen wetenschappers hun onderzoeksactiviteiten uitvoeren 

(“context of discovery”) en het proces van het valideren van wetenschappelijke 

bijdragen (“context of justification”). Omdat de resultaten van wetenschappelijk 

onderzoek in artikelen worden vastgelegd en ter validatie worden onderworpen aan 

intercollegiale beoordeling, kunnen deze artikelen worden beschouwd als de brug 

tussen de twee contexten. 

Het gebruik van publicaties om de kloof tussen de twee contexten te 

overbruggen, verwijst weer naar de gezamenlijk evoluerende sociale, intellectuele en 

tekstuele dimensies die met elkaar verstrengeld zijn in de ontwikkeling en validatie 

van wetenschappelijke kennis. Het proces van het produceren en valideren van kennis 

is derhalve erkend als discursief: het komt voort uit de communicatie tussen 

wetenschappers onderling. Dit discursieve handelen is bovendien reflexief: hetgeen in 

het verleden is gecommuniceerd vormt de basis voor nieuwe communicatie. 

Door communicatie te beschouwen als de motor van discursieve kennis en 

publicaties als de uiting van communicatie, kan het systeem worden gedefinieerd als 

de netwerken van wetenschappelijke publicaties en hun onderlinge betrekkingen. 

Netwerken bieden niet alleen een representatie van opkomende intellectuele 

structuren, maar ook de middelen om de structurele eigenschappen te verbinden met 
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het dynamische proces van de productie van wetenschappelijke kennis. Discursieve 

kennis komt voort uit het verfijnen van en het voortbouwen op argumenten. Dit 

discursieve karakter van wetenschappelijke kennis biedt de middelen voor de 

organisatie van de geproduceerde kennis. 

In de communicatie is recursiviteit een gevolg van reflexiviteit. Deze 

reflexiviteit wordt versterkt door het tekstuele dat wetenschappers in staat stelt om 

hun eigen bevindingen evenals hun interpretaties van eerdere bevindingen te 

communiceren. In een model gebaseerd op wetenschappelijke literatuur, kan deze 

recursiviteit worden uitgedrukt in termen van referenties. Verwacht kan worden dat 

continue stromen van publicaties kristalliseren in disciplinaire specialisaties als 

gevolg van het recursieve gebruik – het citeren – van eerdere wetenschappelijke 

bijdragen om nieuwe bevindingen te ondersteunen. Met andere woorden: naast het 

leveren van nieuwe bijdragen aan de wetenschap, refereren wetenschappers naar 

eerder onderzoek, hetgeen het nieuwe onderzoek plaatst binnen een bepaalde 

intellectuele discipline. 

Vanuit dit perspectief op de wetenschap is de ontwikkeling van drie 

wetenschappelijke specialisaties gemodelleerd en gemeten. Twee van deze zijn 

specialisaties binnen de nanowetenschap. Het voornaamste doel van de studies die 

worden besproken in hoofdstukken drie en vier was om het verband te bepalen tussen 

twee aan elkaar gerelateerde wetenschappelijke doorbraken: de ontdekking van 

“fullerenen” en de daaropvolgende ontdekking van de fullereenachtige structuren 

“nanotubes”. In de andere casestudy zijn het model en de metingen in een meer 

sociaalwetenschappelijk discipline toegepast: de scientometrie.  

Door de wetenschap te operationaliseren als schriftelijke communicatie-

uitingen, kon de intellectuele geschiedenis van beide nanowetenschappelijke 

specialisaties algoritmisch worden gereconstrueerd. De historische reconstructie 

gebaseerd op publicaties met de termen ‘fullerenes’ en ‘nanotubes’ in de titel is 

algoritmisch geanalyseerd om de intellectuele bases van beide specialisaties te 

karakteriseren. De specialisaties differentieerden in termen van hun intellectuele 

historiografie. Om evolutionaire keerpunten in een netwerk van documenten aan te 

tonen, is de relatieve entropiemaat van Kullback & Leibler (1951) gebruikt. Deze 

suggereerde dat de disciplinaire specialisaties binnen het onderzoek naar nanobuizen 

instabiel en nog in ontwikkeling waren. 
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Zelf-organisatie in termen van de intellectuele dimensie van de 

onderzoeksspecialisaties is gemeten als vermindering van onzekerheid over 

verschillende perioden. Verwacht werd dat zelf-organisatie kan worden gemeten als 

afname van de onzekerheid (= probabilistische entropie) in het systeem ten opzichte 

van eerdere perioden. Een specifieke maat voor deze relative af- of toename van de 

onzekerheid wordt geboden door de “configurationele informatie”. Afname van 

configurationele informatie in de verdeling van referenties, titelwoorden en 

publicatiejaren was gerelateerd aan zelf-organisatie van de intellectuele structuren: 

aan een intergerelateerde gezamenlijke evolutie van de intellectuele, sociale en 

tekstuele dimensies.  

Concluderend kan worden gesteld dat de sociale, tekstuele en cognitieve 

dimensies van elkaar afhankelijk zijn en met elkaar interacteren. Het belang van 

publicaties als overdragers van discursieve kennis maakt de hypothese van zelf-

organisatie van discursieve kennis toetsbaar middels de tekstuele dimensie, maar de 

tekstuele laag zelf kan mogelijk ook haar eigen dynamieke processen ontwikkelen. 

 





 

 

Summary 

The focus on communications in this dissertation enables to conceptualize 

science as a system in permanent change where the socio-cognitive and the textual are 

intertwined constantly conditioning and enabling each other. Furthermore, due to the 

importance of the interaction and interrelation of communications among scientists 

science can also be characterized as a communication system that produces discursive 

knowledge. The discursive nature of scientific knowledge can be expected to act as a 

further refinement of meaning in scientific communications.  

The additional assumption of publications as a functional simplification of 

scientific communications allows us to model and measure scientific developments 

using its literary footprints. Another advantage of the emphasis on written 

communication is that publications bridge the context of discovery and the context of 

justification. The contexts were introduced in Philosophy of Science to distinguish 

between the daily social conditions of scientists’ research activities (“context of 

discovery”); and processes of validation of cognitive contributions (“context of 

justification”). Because results of scientific research are formalized into publications 

and submitted for peer-review validation, the textual dimension (publications) can be 

considered as mediating between both contexts.  

The use of publications to bridge between the two contexts refers again to the 

co-evolving social, intellectual and textual dimensions that are intertwined in the 

production and validation of scientific knowledge. This process of producing and 

validating knowledge claims is thus acknowledged as discursive; it is generated from 

the communications among scientists. Moreover, the discursive practices are 

reflexive: scientists communicate according to and deviating from what has been 

communicated in the past. 

Following the assumption of communications as the main drivers of discursive 

knowledge, and their operationalization in terms of publications, the system can be 

defined as the networks of scientific publications and their interactions. Networks 

represent the emergent intellectual structures but at the same time, they link this 

emergent structural properties to the dynamic process of producing scientific 

knowledge. Discursive knowledge emerges from a process of refinement and 

elaboration of arguments. This discursive characteristic of scientific knowledge 

provides the means for the organization of the knowledge produced. 
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Recursivity operates as a consequence of reflexivity in the communications. 

This reflexivity is enhanced by the textual dimension which allows scientists to 

communicate their findings as well as their interpretations of previous findings. In a 

model based on scientific literature, this recursivity operates in terms of citations. 

Continuous flows of publications can be expected to stabilize in terms of disciplinary 

trajectories as a consequence of the recursive use—citation—of previous scientific 

contributions to support new findings. In other words, parallel to new contributions to 

science, scientists use context relevant references to previous contributions which 

gives the new contribution a cognitive position (disciplinary) in the intellectual 

dimension. 

This perspective of science was used to model and measure the development 

of three scientific developments. Two of these developments correspond to 

nanoscience. The main purpose of the studies presented in Chapters Three and Four 

was to establish the relationship between two related scientific breakthroughs: the 

discovery of “fullerenes” and the posterior discovery of fullerene-like structures 

“nanotubes”. The other case study was used to apply the model and its measures to a 

more “social” scientific specialty: scientometrics. 

  The operationalization of science using the literary model allows an 

algorithmic reconstruction of the cognitive history for both nanoscience specialties. 

The historical reconstruction based on publications with “fullerenes” and “nanotubes” 

as part of their titles is enhanced algorithmically to characterize the intellectual bases 

of both these specialties. The specialties differentiate in terms of their cognitive 

historiography. The Kullback & Leibler’s (1951) relative entropy measure is used to 

indicate evolutionary turning points in a network of documents which suggests that 

the dynamic development of research in nanotubes is such that disciplinary 

trajectories are unstable and still being shaped. 

In terms of the intellectual dimension of the research specialties, self-

organization is measured as reduction of uncertainty in different periods of time. 

Using “configurational information” to measure the probabilistic entropy in a set of 

documents, self-organization is assumed to emerge when the uncertainty 

(=probabilistic entropy) is decreasing with respect to previous periods. Particularly, 

reductions of configurational information for the distribution of cited references and 

title words in publication years is associated with self-organization of the intellectual 
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structures: with a synergetic co-evolution of the intellectual, social and textual 

dimension. 

  It can be concluded that the social, textual and cognitive dimensions are 

mutually dependent and interacting. The importance of publications as the carriers of 

discursive knowledge makes the hypothesis of self-organization of discursive 

knowledge amenable to testing using the textual dimension, but the textual layer itself 

can also be expected to develop its own dynamics. 

 

 

 




